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INTRODUCTION
In Blood of Kings, three to six players compete to build the most 
glorious dynasty in medieval Europe. You start the game as the 
ruler of a single Kingdom, but your rule can expand - or even 
shrink - over the course of the game.

Your goal is to gain Glory by enriching the Kingdoms you rule; 
when you develop a Kingdom’s institutions or spread your rule 
to new lands, you gain one Glory. Each time you accumulate 5 
Glory you get to claim an Achievement, which grants you a 
unique benefit. When all Achievements have been claimed, the 
game ends and the player with the most Glory wins.

Blood of Kings is played as a repeating series of turns. Each turn 
is divided into three phases. In the first phase, you act on behalf 
of your Kingdoms, selecting one Kingdom card for each King-
dom you rule and taking the action described on the card. 
Actions include collecting money through Taxation, raising and 
moving armies and fleets through Preparations and Expansion, 
securing your rule through Administration, or improving an 
institution through Development. Once a card is played, it can-
not be played again until you play a Succession card, at which 
time all previously-played cards are added back into your hand 
and become available once again. The risk in doing so is that 
during a Succession your rivals may attempt to replace you as 
the ruler of that Kingdom.

In the second phase of a turn, you select any number of Dynasty 
cards from your hand and use them to target individual King-
doms. Influence positions you to defend your own throne, or 
usurp another player’s throne, in future Successions. Unrest 
moves rival Kingdoms closer to a forced, violent Succession. 
Attrition wears down the military forces of your rivals. Diplo-
macy gives you a shot at conquering a Region peacefully. 
Finally, Intrigue lets you peek at your rivals’ Influence (so you 
know what you are up against), or foil their attempts to play 
cards against you. After playing cards, you choose a set of new 
cards to pick up and add to your hand, which you can then use 
in future turns.

In the final phase of a turn, you have an opportunity to negotiate 
with your rivals and transfer money from one Kingdom to 
another. If all the Achievement tiles have been claimed, the 
game ends at this time and a winner is declared; otherwise a 
new turn begins.
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COMPONENTS
This section describes the various cards, mats, tiles, and tokens 
that make up the game.

THE MAP

The geographical part of the map is used to display the current 
boundaries of each Kingdom and to facilitate the movement of 
armies and fleets, while the smaller part in the upper right is 
used to keep track of several things: Kingdom order, Stability 
and Unrest, Income, and available Achievements.

In the geographical portion of the map, only the Seas, the 
Regions, and the Roads and Straits connecting those Regions 
are technically relevant to the game. Miscellaneous iconogra-
phy such as mountains and forests are purely decorative and 
have no effect on gameplay.
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Regions

Regions represent the major geographical locations that King-
doms can potentially control. Their function in the game is to 
produce Armies and Fleets, to generate income, and to create 
opportunities for gaining Glory through conquest.

Control of a Region is signified by the presence of a Kingdom’s 
Flag token. If more than one Flag token is present in a Region, 
the Flag token on the top of the stack of Flag tokens indicates 
which Kingdom currently controls the Region.

There are four types of Regions:
• Capitol: This is a Kingdom’s seat of power. It has the greatest potential 

for raising Armies (you can raise three), and is usually the single great-
est source of revenue as well. If it has an anchor symbol nearby it is also 
considered a Port, and you can raise Fleets there instead of Armies, at 
your option.

• Castle: This is a strong center of military power. Castles contribute 
greatly to your military endeavors; you can raise two Armies in a Castle 
when making Preparations.

• Town: This is a strong center of economic power. Towns generate a sig-
nificant income, and are also capable of raising a single Army. Some 
Towns are also Ports (indicated by an anchor symbol), and can raise a 
single Fleet instead of an Army, at your option.

• Cathedral: This is a strong center of stability. Cathedrals increase Sta-
bility (making your Kingdom more resistant to Unrest), and while they 
produce no Armies, they are usually a good source of income. They are 
immune to direct military conquest, being controlled instead by which-
ever Kingdom controls the highest number of adjacent Regions.
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Seas

There are seven Seas represented on the map. Seas are used to 
increase the income of a Kingdom and to facilitate the move-
ment of Fleets and Armies. As with Regions, control of a Sea is 
indicated by the presence of a Kingdom’s Flag token. If more 
than one Flag token is present in a Sea, the Flag token on the top 
of the stack of Flag tokens indicates which Kingdom currently 
controls the Sea.

The border between Seas can be distinguished by a shift in blue 
color. The above example shows two adjacent Seas.

Each Sea contains a ship symbol displaying the Base Income 
value of that Sea. Developing a Kingdom’s Economic institu-
tion can double, or even triple, the printed value of a controlled 
Sea.

Some Towns, and two Capitols, display an anchor symbol; 
these Regions contain a port which gives the Region access to 
the Sea, and the Region and the Sea containing the port symbol 
are considered adjacent. In the above example, the Town has a 
port, whereas the Castle does not.
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Roads and Straits

Regions are connected to one another by Roads and Straits. 
Roads are brown in color and cross land, while Straits are blue 
in color and cross Seas.

Regions that are directly connected to one another by a Road 
(without passing through an intervening Region) are said to be 
“adjacent”. Regions that are directly connected to one another 
by a Strait (without passing through an intervening Region) are 
considered adjacent only if the Sea containing the Strait con-
tains at least one Fleet that is Friendly to either or both Regions.

In the above example, the Capitol is adjacent to the Castle to the 
west by way of the Road. The Capitol can potentially be adja-
cent to the Town to its south by way of the Strait, but only if 
there is a Friendly Fleet in the Sea.

Kingdom Order Track

This track is used to indicate the order in which Kingdoms get 
to take actions during the Kingdom Phase of each turn. Each 
Kingdom’s token occupies one of the six spaces on the track. 
During the Kingdom Phase, the Kingdom in the left most space 
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will act first, followed by the Kingdom to its right, and so on, 
until all six Kingdoms have acted.

The track displays the starting position of each Kingdom, but 
this order can change through the play of an Intrigue card, or as 
the result of a Violent Succession.

General Track

This track is used to indicate three values for each of the King-
doms: Unrest, Stability, and Income. Each Kingdom has a token 
for each of the three values; move the tokens from space to 
space to keep track of the values as they change over the course 
of the game.

To the left of the general track is a Battle Results table, used to 
determine the outcome of military conflicts on the map.

Achievement Display

This display holds the five Achievement tiles that are available 
at any given time. When selecting an Achievement, players 
must choose one of the tiles on this display, and when one is 
selected it is immediately replaced by a new tile randomly 
drawn from the cloth bag.
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KINGDOM MAT

The Kingdom mat holds all the Kingdom cards that have been 
played during the Kingdom phase. The Kingdom card on the 
top of each stack displays the action that Kingdom took most 
recently.

Any play may examine any of the stacks on this mat at any 
time, but the relative order of the cards in each stack must be 
maintained at all times.
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DEVELOPMENT MATS

Each of the six Kingdoms has a unique Development mat. This 
mat is used to track the Kingdom’s current development level in 
each of five institutions (Legal, Economic, Military, Religious, 
and Artistic). Each institution has its own column. There are 
four possible levels of development for each institution, the 
present level being indicated by a Development token. Devel-
opment tokens start in the lowest space of each institution at the 
beginning of the game. Each time a player develops an institu-
tion, he moves the relevant Development token up one space to 
the next level (and collects one Glory in the process).

The cost to develop an institution is displayed between the 
spaces. For example, to develop the Economic institution from 
the first level to the second costs 8 Crowns, while developing it 
from the second to the third costs 14 Crowns. It is not possible 
to develop any institution beyond the fourth level.

Within each space you will find symbols indicating a benefit 
granted by developing to that level. When a new level is 
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reached, the benefits described in the new space are acquired 
immediately.

The empty area at the top of the mat is the Kingdom’s treasury. 
The Kingdom’s Coins, available Flags, and available Siege 
tokens are kept here until they are used.

CARDS
There are two kinds of cards in the game: Kingdom cards and 
Dynasty cards.

Kingdom Cards

Each Kingdom has its own set of Kingdom cards. Kingdom 
cards enable a Kingdom to take action during the Kingdom 
phase of each turn.

There are seven types of Kingdom card. The above example 
shows an Administration card belonging to Byzantium. The 
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shield color indicates the owning Kingdom (in this case, it is the 
golden shield of Byzantium), and the presence of a dot in the 
center of the shield indicates that the Kingdom starts the game 
with this card available. If a shield contains no dot, that card 
starts the game out of play, and can only be brought in as the 
result of developing that Kingdom’s institutions.

Think of the Kingdom cards’ two 
sections as indicating an action and 
potential reaction. The top section 
is the action taken by the king. The 
bottom section shows the possible 
reactions that might occurs a result. 
For example, when a king develops 
an institution through play of a 
Development card, the response of 
his subjects could be anger and 
resentment at the resulting societal 
change, represented by the play of 
an Unrest card, and/or the maneu-
vering for positions of power in 
those new institutions, represented 
by the play of an Influence card.

Each card has two sections: a top section that summarizes what 
action to take when the Kingdom plays this card during the 
Kingdom phase, and a bottom section that lists the specific 
Dynasty cards that can target that Kingdom during the Dynasty 
phase. In the above example, the Administration card permits 
Influence and Intrigue cards to target Byzantium in the turn it is 
played; no other Dynasty cards may target Byzantium that turn.

Kingdom cards can be in one of three places:
• Kingdoms cards that are in a Kingdom’s hand are available for use, and 

can be chosen for play during the Kingdom phase.
• Kingdom cards that are on the Kingdom mat are unavailable; they must 

remain on the mat until a Succession or Strategy card permits them to 
be picked up again, at which time they are returned to the Kingdom’s 
hand.

• Kingdom cards that have been set aside are currently out of play; they 
cannot be used until they are brought into play through the development 
of the Kingdom’s institutions, at which time they are added to the cards 
on the Kingdom mat.

Dynasty Cards

There is a single deck of Dynasty cards. Dynasty cards are used 
during the Dynasty phase of each turn to affect individual King-
doms. When a Dynasty card is played, it must always target a 
particular Kingdom, and that Kingdom must have played a 
Kingdom card that turn that displays the Dynasty card being 
used. There are five different types of Dynasty cards: Influence, 
Attrition, Unrest, Intrigue, and Diplomacy. The above example 
shows an Influence card. 
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INFLUENCE MATS
The Influence mats look identical to 
the Kingdom mat, but they are 
somewhat smaller to accommodate 
the smaller Dynasty cards.

Each player has a single Influence mat, which is used to mark 
which Kingdom that player is targeting with each Influence 
card he has played. Influence cards are kept face down on the 
mat until revealed during a Succession, removed during an 
Administration action, or peeked at during an Intrigue card play. 
A player may examine the cards on his own mat at any time, but 
other players may examine the cards on his mat.

When a player places Influence cards on a Kingdom space on 
his mat, he is positioning himself to influence the outcome of 
future successions in that Kingdom.

GLORY AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Collecting Glory and Achievements is the goal of the game. 
Each time a player conquers a new Region with a Kingdom he 
rules, or develops an institution in a Kingdom he rules, he takes 
a Glory token. If he collects 5 Glory tokens, he trades them in 
for a single Achievement tile, which grants him a unique bonus 
as well as counting as 5 Glory for victory purposes.

Glory tokens are kept in a common pool, while Achievement 
tiles are kept in the cloth bag until they are drawn and placed on 
the Achievement display on the map. When players choose an 
Achievement tile, they choose from among those on the track. 
When the cloth bag is empty and the last tile is taken from the 
track, the game ends.

Glory tokens and Achievement tiles belong to a player, not to a 
Kingdom. Normally, Glory and Achievements cannot be taken 
from their owning player, although some types of military con-
quest can result in Glory being taken from another player.
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CROWNS

Crowns are the currency in the game. They come in two denom-
inations: silver coins worth 1 Crown, and gold coins worth 5 
Crowns.

Crowns are kept in a bank, to be placed in a Kingdom’s treasury 
when the Kingdom takes a Taxation action. Crowns belong to a 
Kingdom, not to a player, and all Crowns must either be in the 
bank or in a Kingdom’s treasury at all times.

FIRST PLAYER TOKEN

This token is placed in front of the player who will act first dur-
ing the Dynasty phase. It is passed to the player to his left at the 
end of every turn, so that the position of first player rotates 
throughout the game.

Player Order
Whenever you are instructed to perform actions in player order, 
the player currently holding the First Player token acts first, fol-
lowed by the player to his left, and so on until all players have 
acted exactly once.
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KINGDOM TOKENS
There are several tokens used to track various values for each 
Kingdom, and to mark the position of its military forces and 
political presence on the map.

Armies and Fleets

Armies and Fleets are used on the map to represent the military 
power of a Kingdom. They are placed on the map through the 
play of a Preparations card, and move through the play of an 
Expansion card. The number of tokens provided with the game 
acts as a limit on the number that can be in play at any one time 
- if a Kingdom runs out of Army or Fleet tokens, it cannot place 
any more of that type on the map.

Siege Tokens

Siege tokens are placed on the map to indicate that the King-
dom is sieging a Region, and may force a surrender in a future 
turn. Each Kingdom has one Siege token in its treasury at the 
beginning of the game, and gains one extra token each time its 
Military institution is improved.

A Kingdom may only place a Region under siege if it has an 
available Siege token. When a siege is ended for any reason, the 
Siege token is returned to the Kingdom’s treasury and may be 
used again to start another siege.

Flags
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Each Kingdom has several Flags in its own color. Each King-
dom starts the game with 8 Flags in play (some already on the 
map, and the rest in the Kingdom’s treasury).

Flags are used to signify control of Regions and Seas on the 
map. Regions with no Flag are Independent; no Kingdom con-
trols them at present.

When a Kingdom takes control of a Region or Sea, it takes a 
Flag from its treasury and places it on the map. If it has no Flags 
in treasury, it cannot conquer a Region or claim a Sea until it 
adds more Flags to the treasury. Once a Flag has been placed on 
the map, it can never be removed for any reason. If a Region or 
Sea is later controlled by a new Kingdom, the new Flag is 
placed on top of the previous owner’s Flag, as shown in the 
French Control example above - here, the English used to con-
trol the Castle, but the French now control it and have placed 
their Flag on top.

The number of Flags a Kingdom has at any given time repre-
sents its ability to effectively administer multiple Regions and 
Seas; developing the Kingdom’s Legal institution will expand 
its ability to rule by adding more Flags to its treasury.

Kingdom Order Token

Kingdom Order tokens are placed on the Kingdom Order track 
to indicate the sequence in which Kingdoms act during the 
Kingdom phase.

In other words, whenever a King-
dom Order token is moved, the posi-
tions of all the other Kingdom 
Order tokens remain the same, rela-
tive to one another. In effect, only 
the moving token shifts its order.

If a Kingdom Order token is ever moved to a new position to 
the right, the token currently in that position, and all tokens to 
its left, are shifted left one space. If it is moved to a new posi-
tion to the left, the token currently in that position, and all 
tokens to its right, are shifted right one space.
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Alliance Tokens

Do not put a Kingdom’s Alliance 
token in its own treasury - it should 
be kept to the side unless it is in use, 
in which case it will be in another 
Kingdom’s treasury.

Each kingdom has a single Alliance token. This may be placed 
in another Kingdom’s treasury during the Negotiation phase to 
make the two Kingdoms Friendly; all assets of both Kingdoms 
are considered to be Friendly to one another, which can have a 
significant impact on how warfare is carried out.

Each Alliance token has a front and a back. Normally they are 
displayed front-side up, although the holder of the Trade 
Houses Achievement can flip them, if he chooses. During the 
Negotiation phase, a Kingdom that has another Kingdom’s Alli-
ance token in its treasury may collect Crowns through trade, if it 
controls a sufficient number of Seas.

Stability and Unrest Tokens

Each Kingdom has one Stability and one Unrest token in its 
color. These are placed on the General Track on the map to 
record the Kingdom’s current value in each. Stability generally 
ranges from 3 to 7, or even higher. Unrest starts the game at 0, 
and increases each time the Kingdom is targeted with an Unrest 
card. If Unrest ever matches or exceeds Stability, the Kingdom 
experiences a rebellion and must resolve a Violent Succession.

Stability can be increased by improving the Kingdom’s Reli-
gious institution, and by controlling Cathedrals. Unrest can be 
reduced through the play of an Administration card (coupled 
with an expenditure of Crowns).
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Income Tokens

Each Kingdom has one Income token in its color. It is placed on 
the General Track on the map to record the number of Crowns 
the Kingdom is entitled to each time it plays a Taxation card.

Development Tokens

Each Kingdom has five Development tokens in its color. These 
are placed on the Development mat to track the level of devel-
opment of each of the Kingdom’s institutions.

SETUP
Follow these steps to prepare for a game of Blood of Kings.

KINGDOM SETUP
Lay out the 6 Development mats. Each mat has an associated 
color - put the matching colored set of Kingdom tokens near 
that mat. Place one Development token on the first (lowest) 
space of each institution on the mat. Each Kingdom starts the 
game with exactly 8 Flags available; take 8 from the token set 
and place them in the treasury of the associated Kingdom to 
show that it has 8 Flags currently available.

The cards each Kingdom starts with 
are also indicated on the player 
aids.

Now take each Kingdom’s card set and sort out the cards that 
Kingdom starts with. This is indicated with a symbol on the 
cards themselves (a dot in the center of the Kingdom’s shield). 
All remaining Kingdom cards are set aside for the time being, 
where they will not be confused with in-play cards, but can be 
retrieved if needed later.

MAP SETUP
Lay out the map. Place each of the six Kingdom Turn Order 
tokens on the Turn Order track in the initial order shown there: 
Spain, Byzantium, France, Italy, England, Germany. This is the 
order the Kingdoms will take their turns (although this can be 
altered during play).
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Be sure to take these Flags from the 
controlling Kingdom’s treasury. 
Once the game starts, each treasury 
should be left with only 2, 3, or 4 
Flags, depending on the Kingdom.

Each Kingdom starts with several Regions under its control. 
These Regions are indicated on the map by a small circle 
matching the owning Kingdom’s color. Take a Flag token from 
each controlling Kingdom’s treasury and place it on the board 
in those Regions.

Each Kingdom’s Income token and Stability token are placed in 
their starting spaces on the General track, as indicated on the 
player aids, and all Unrest tokens are placed in the 0 space on 
the track.

Group all the Crowns together to form a bank and keep them 
somewhere in reach. You may want to appoint a player to han-
dle the collection and disbursement of Crowns to and from the 
bank.

DYNASTY CARD SETS SETUP
At the start of the game, each 
Dynasty card set has only a single 
card in it, but as the game pro-
gresses these sets can grow to two, 
three, or more before being picked 
up.

Deal 12 Dynasty cards face up along one edge of the map 
board. Each card is the first card of a Dynasty card set, which 
will be used to refill the players’ hands every turn.

Place the remaining Dynasty deck face down near the card sets 
you just dealt out. Leave a space next to the Dynasty deck to 
serve as a discard pile.

VICTORY SETUP
Achievement tiles are worth 5 
Glory, and grant a unique bonus to 
the player holding it. The effects of 
an Achievement tile apply to all of 
the Kingdoms a player rules.

Place all Glory tokens in a Glory pool. Players now agree on 
how many Achievement tiles (and which ones) to place in the 
cloth bag. Any number can be used; the more Achievement tiles 
you use, the longer the game will take to complete. The stan-
dard is 15, but for your first couple games you may want to use 
only 10, and for a marathon game you can use all of them.

The five tiles on display at any 
given time are the ones that a 
player may choose from when 
selecting an Achievement.

Either select the tiles to use at random, or select them by com-
mon agreement, putting all unused tiles back in the game box. 
The tiles that will be used are put in the cloth bag, and then 5 are 
drawn at random and put on the Achievement display on the 
map.
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PLAYER SETUP
Your Dynasty cards are kept secret - 
other players may request to know 
how many cards you have (and you 
must answer truthfully) but they 
may not inspect them.

Each player takes an Influence mat and places it in front of him.

Shuffle the Dynasty deck and deal 5 cards face down to each 
player as his starting hand.

Each player then takes 2 Glory tokens from the pool and places 
them in front of himself; this is his starting Glory.

FIRST PLAYER DETERMINATION
Example: The players roll the dice, 
and Jane and Eric tie for highest 
with a result of 10. Those two roll 
again and this time Eric wins with a 
result of 8 compared to Jane’s 4. 
Eric takes the First Player token.

Each player rolls the dice and totals them. The player with the 
highest total takes the First Player token (break ties with a sec-
ond roll). This token will be passed from player to player over 
the course of the game.

KINGDOM SELECTION
Example: It is a four player game. 
Eric is the First Player, so the 
player to his right (Sam) selects a 
Kingdom first. Then the player to 
Sam’s right selects a Kingdom, and 
so on, with Eric being last to select 
a Kingdom. The two Kingdoms that 
were not selected are set aside and 
are considered to be in Chaos at the 
start of the game.

Kingdom selection varies slightly depending on how many 
players are in the game.

Games with Four, Five, or Six Players
In Player Order, each player selects one Kingdom from among 
those still unclaimed, and claims that Kingdom. He takes the 
Development mat, matching tokens, and hand of Kingdom 
cards from the Kingdom he claims, and places these in front of 
him to show that he is the Kingdom’s current Ruler. Note that 
the First Player will choose his Kingdom last. Any unclaimed 
Kingdoms (as happens if there are fewer than six players in the 
game) remain unclaimed, and are set aside; they are currently in 
Chaos (because they have no Ruler), and players will be able to 
compete for them in the upcoming turns.

Games with Three Players
Each player selects one Kingdom, exactly as in a game with 
four or more players. However, after the last player has claimed 
a Kingdom, that last player immediately claims a second King-
dom. The player to his right then claims a Kingdom, and the 
First Player claims the only remaining Kingdom. Thus, there 
are no Kingdoms in Chaos at the start of the game, and each 
player rules exactly two Kingdoms.

Initial Treasuries
In effect, each Kingdom that is not 
in Chaos gets a free Taxation action 
at the start of the game.

As soon as a player claims a Kingdom, he adds a number of 
Crowns to its treasury equal to the Kingdom’s Income (which is 
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indicated by the position of the Kingdom’s Income token on the 
General track). Because they remain unclaimed, Kingdoms in 
Chaos will not have Crowns in their treasury at the start of the 
game, and any player subsequently gaining the throne of those 
Kingdoms will gain the Kingdom with an empty treasury.

START THE GAME
The game now begins, following the sequence outlined below.

TURN OVERVIEW
A turn in Blood of Kings consists of three phases:

1) Kingdom
2) Dynasty
3) Negotiation

During the Kingdom phase, each Kingdom (in the sequence 
indicated by the tokens on the Kingdom Order track) plays one 
Kingdom card and performs the actions indicated on that card. 
Then, in the Dynasty phase, each player in Player Order plays 
any number of Dynasty cards from his hand, and then picks up a 
new set of Dynasty cards for later use. Finally, in the Negotia-
tion phase, players collect trade income from their alliances, 
make deals and transfer money.

If the last Achievement tile in play has been claimed, the game 
ends. Otherwise, the First Player token is passed to the left and 
a new turn begins.

KINGDOM PHASE
Example: It is Spain’s turn. Since 
Jane rules Spain, she gets to decide 
what card Spain will play. She looks 
at Spain’s current hand of Kingdom 
cards and decides to play Develop-
ment.

Each Kingdom, in sequence from left to right, as indicated by 
the order of tokens on the Kingdom Order track, takes exactly 
one action. The player who currently Rules the Kingdom 
chooses which action the Kingdom will take by selecting a card 
from his hand of Kingdom cards and playing it.

Example: Byzantium has no Ruler, 
so a Chaotic Succession is resolved 
as Byzantium’s Kingdom action.

If a Kingdom has no Ruler, then its action is to play the King-
dom’s Succession card and immediately resolve a Chaotic Suc-
cession.
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Example: You rule both England 
and Italy. You cannot, however, play 
one of England’s Expansion cards 
when it is Italy’s action; you must 
use one of Italy’s cards.

Note that if a player rules more than one Kingdom, he may only 
select a Kingdom card from among those associated with the 
Kingdom taking its action.

The Kingdom currently taking an action is said to be the “active 
Kingdom.”

PLAYING A KINGDOM CARD
Some cards require an expenditure 
of Crowns. You do not have to be 
able to pay for the action on a card 
to play it. For example, you can 
play a Development card even if 
you lack enough Crowns to develop 
an institution. However, you would 
not get to perform the actions listed 
on the card (in this case, improving 
an institution and taking a Glory 
token). Playing a Kingdom card you 
cannot pay for is typically done as a 
delaying tactic before having to 
perform a Succession.

You must observe these restrictions when playing Kingdom 
cards:

• You must play exactly one Kingdom card for the Kingdom taking an 
action. This is not optional - you MUST play a card.

• Only Kingdom cards still available in your hand may be used; cards 
that are on the Kingdom mat, or that have not yet been brought into the 
game through development, are not available for play.

When you play a Kingdom card, it is placed face up in that 
Kingdom’s space on the Kingdom mat. If there are already 
other cards in that space, the one just played is placed on top of 
the existing stack.

The only way to return cards from the Kingdom mat to your 
hand is to play a Strategy card (which returns one card of your 
choice to your hand) or to play a Succession card (which returns 
all cards to your hand during the upcoming Negotiations phase).

If a Kingdom has no Ruler, then take the Succession card for 
that Kingdom and play it to the Kingdom mat. Resolve a Cha-
otic Succession as the Kingdom’s action.

RESOLVING A KINGDOM CARD
Example: It is Spain’s turn, and 
Jane has just played a Development 
card. The top action on the card is 
to choose an institution, pay the 
cost to improve that institution, and 
gain one Glory.

When you play a Kingdom card, it is resolved immediately. 
Each Kingdom card is divided into a top and bottom half. The 
top half describes the action to be taken by the Kingdom’s Ruler 
during the Kingdom phase, while the bottom half lists the 
Dynasty cards that may be played in response to that action dur-
ing the Dynasty phase. Only the top half of the Kingdom card is 
relevant during the Kingdom phase.

There are seven types of Kingdom cards, described below.
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SUCCESSION
The main reason to play Succession 
is to gain back all the Kingdom’s 
previously-played cards from the 
Kingdom mat, so they can be used 
again in upcoming turns. The cards 
are picked up during the Negotia-
tion phase.

The King dies and a successor is 
chosen.

1) Resolve a Peaceful Succession 

See the Succession section 
below for more details.

COUNCIL
Example: Eric has no more French 
Expansion cards in his hand, but he 
wants to move France’s Armies 
once more before ending his reign. 
He plays the French Council card, 
pays 5 Crowns, and picks up one of 
the French Expansion cards from 
the French stack on the Kingdom 
mat.

The King decides to stretch his 
resources in order to press on 
with his current strategy.

1) Pay 5 Crowns from the active 
Kingdom’s treasury to the bank.

2) If you paid the 5 Crowns, you 
may pick up exactly one of the 
active Kingdom’s cards from the 
Kingdom mat and return it to 
your hand. You may not take 
back the Council card just 
played, and you may not pick up 
a card if you could not - or did 
not - pay the 5 Crowns.

Note that you do NOT immedi-
ately play the card picked up - you are simply making it avail-
able for use in a future turn.
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TAXATION
If there are not enough Crowns in 
the Bank, use whatever else is 
handy; there is no theoretical limit 
to the number of Crowns in the 
game. Also, change can be made 
with the Bank at any time; players 
are not constrained by the denomi-
nations of their Crown markers.

The King taxes his subjects to 
fund his projects - an unpopular 
but ultimately necessary act.

1) Take Crowns from the bank and 
add them directly to the active 
Kingdom’s treasury.

The total number of Crowns 
taken depends on the level of 
the Kingdom’s institutions and 
the number and type of Regions 
and Seas it controls - a variable 
number can be earned for each 
Capital, Castle, Cathedral, 
Town, and Sea:

• Economic institution dictates Crowns per Capitol, Castle and Town, as 
well as the multiplier for calculating income from Seas.

• Religious institution dictates Crowns per Cathedral.

Example: Italy currently controls a 
Capitol, 1 Castle, 2 Towns, and 1 
Cathedral, and controls 1 Sea with 
a printed Base Income of 3. Italy’s 
institutions currently give 4 Crowns 
per Capitol, 2 Crowns per Castle, 4 
Crowns per Town, 4 Crowns per 
Cathedral, and a Sea multiplier of 
x2 (which has the effect of doubling 
the Base Income of each Sea). This 
results in an income of 24 Crowns, 
which are taken from the bank and 
placed in Italy’s treasury. Italy 
should keep its Income token in the 
24 space of the General track as a 
reminder.

Income per Region can be identified on the Development mat 
by the Coin symbol over the relevant building (Capitol, Castle, 
Cathedral, or Town). The income from each controlled Sea is 
equal to the printed value of the Sea on the map board, multi-
plied by the Sea multiplier shown for the current level of the 
Kingdom’s Economic institution.

Because it is tedious to have to total up income every time a 
Taxation card is played, players should record each Kingdom’s 
current income on the General track. Place the Kingdom’s 
Income token on the space indicating the Kingdom’s current 
income, and then adjust it as conditions change. You will have 
to make an adjustment every time a Region or Sea is gained or 
lost, or when certain institutions are improved.
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DEVELOPMENT
Example: It is Italy’s turn, and Bob 
has played Development. Bob 
chooses to develop Italy’s Religious 
institution, which is currently at the 
first level. It costs 8 Crowns to 
improve to the second level, so Italy 
pays 8 Crowns from its treasury to 
the bank. Bob moves the marker up 
to level 2 and notes that Italy’s Sta-
bility bonus has gone up from +2 to 
+3, so he increases Italy’s Stability 
by 1 on the General track. Bob also 
sees that Italy is entitled to an addi-
tional Development card. He takes 
an Italian Development card from 
those set aside at the start of the 
game as out of play, and places it 
on the bottom of Italy’s stack on the 
Kingdom mat. The next time Italy 
plays a Succession card the new 
Development card will be included 
in Italy’s hand. Bob now takes a 
Glory token for developing one of 
Italy’s institutions.

The King invests resources into 
refining and expanding the 
Kingdom’s institutions, bringing 
glory to himself and strength to 
his people.

1) Choose one of the five institu-
tions on the active Kingdom’s 
mat.

2) Pay (from the Kingdom’s trea-
sury) the number of Crowns nec-
essary to carry out the 
development. This is shown in 
the arrow leading to the next 
space in the institution’s column.

3) If you paid the necessary Crowns, move the institution’s Development 
token up one space to show that the institution has developed.

4) If new tokens or Kingdom cards are indicated in the new space 
attained, add them to the Kingdom’s available assets. New cards are 
placed at the bottom of the Kingdom’s stack on the Kingdom mat (not 
taken directly in hand), so they will not be available immediately. If 
Stability or Income increases, adjust the relevant tokens on the Gen-
eral track.

5) If you paid the necessary Crowns and moved a Development token up 
a space, take 1 Glory token from the pool.

Each institution can be developed up to three times, going from 
the first level of development to the fourth. Once it has reached 
the fourth level, it cannot be developed further.

Note that four of the five institutions (all but Artistic) add prac-
tical benefits to the Kingdom. The Artistic institution costs half 
as much as other institutions to develop, but it carries no practi-
cal benefit (aside from bringing Glory to the Ruler, of course).
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ADMINISTRATION
Example: Italy has been taxing and 
developing aggressively, and as a 
result it has 3 Unrest, and there are 
several Influence cards face down 
in the Italy space on Eric and Lisa’s 
Influence mats. Bob, as ruler of 
Italy, decides to play Administra-
tion. Italy pays 1 Crown to reduce 
Unrest by 1, 2 Crowns to further 
reduce Unrest another 1, 3 Crowns 
to remove the top Influence card 
from the Italy space on Eric’s mat, 
and 4 Crowns to remove the top 
Influence card from the Italy space 
on Lisa’s mat. However, the card on 
Lisa’s mat turns out to be an Attri-
tion card, which is a bluff. It is 
placed in the discards and does not 
count as a removal for calculating 
the cost of this Administration 
action. Bob then decides to remove 
the next card on Lisa’s stack, which 
turns out to be a legal Influence 
card, and so costs 4 Crowns to 
remove. Bob then declares that he 
will not perform any more Adminis-
tration actions. The total cost of the 
Administration action was 10 
Crowns (1+2+3+0+4).

The King deems it necessary to 
tighten control over his subjects, 
lest they rise up and seize his 
throne.

1) Pay 1 Crown from the active 
Kingdom’s treasury and 
EITHER reduce the Kingdom’s 
Unrest by 1, or remove the top 
Influence card from the active 
Kingdom’s space on any one 
player’s Influence mat.

2) If you wish, you may pay 2 Crowns 
to perform another reduction (either of 
Unrest or an Influence card).
3) If you wish, you may pay 3 Crowns 
to perform another reduction (either of 

Unrest or an Influence card).
4) You may continue to perform as many reductions as you wish, but the 

cost of doing so continues to increase by 1 each time.

There is no limit to the number of Influence cards that can be 
removed, or the amount of Unrest that can be reduced in this 
manner, but the cost increases by 1 Crown with each additional 
act taken, so it won’t be long before the Kingdom’s treasury 
dictates a practical upper limit. Any Influence cards removed as 
a result of this action are revealed and placed face up on the 
Player discard pile. If you reveal a card that is not a legal Influ-
ence card (see Bluff Cards below) you do not have to pay to 
remove it, and it doesn’t count as a removal for purposes of cal-
culating the cost for any further removals.

Note that Influence cards are removed from the active Kingdom 
space on other players’ mats, not from the mat of the player tak-
ing the action. So, if Spain performs the Administration action, 
it is removing Influence cards from the Spain space on other 
players’ mats (and thus securing the Spanish throne).
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PREPARATIONS
If the Kingdom already has Armies 
and/or Fleets on the board, all 
newly-placed Armies and Fleets 
should be put on their sides to aid 
in observing placement restrictions. 
When done, stand them up.

The King calls on his subjects 
to arm themselves and prepare 
for war, either to defend his 
domain or to expand it.

1) Place Armies on the map in 
Regions controlled by the active 
Kingdom, observing placement 
limitations.

2) Place Fleets on the map in Seas 
containing a Port you control, 
observing placement limitations.

3) After all placements, if enemy 
Armies/Fleets occupy a Region/
Sea where you raised new units, 
resolve a battle as the attacker.

Each Army and Fleet placed costs 1 Crown from the Kingdom’s 
treasury. See Warfare below for more details.

EXPANSION
You can play Expansion even if you 
have no forces on the map, but you 
will not really be able to do any-
thing. Normally, then, you will only 
play Expansion some time after 
doing Preparations to first get some 
forces on the map.

The King orders his armies to 
march and his fleets to set sail, 
rooting out invaders or spread-
ing his rule to new lands.

1) If the Kingdom has any Siege 
tokens on the map, resolve those 
sieges.

2) Move as many of the active 
Kingdom’s Armies and Fleets as 
you wish, choosing a single 
movement option for each Army/
Fleet.

3) After completing all movement, 
if you have units in a Region or 
Sea containing enemy units, 
resolve a battle there as the 
attacker.

4) After resolving all battles, if you have Armies in an enemy Region, 
you may choose to Assault that Region, at your option.

5) If the Kingdom has any Siege tokens available, you may place one in 
any enemy Region containing at least one of the Kingdom’s Armies.

See Warfare below for more details.
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DYNASTY PHASE
Example: All Kingdoms have taken 
their Kingdom actions, and Eric is 
currently the first player. Eric has a 
Generic Influence card he would 
like to play on England, but the 
English did Preparations this turn, 
which only permits the play of 
Unrest and Diplomacy cards. The 
French performed a Succession this 
turn, however, which allows the 
play of Influence and Unrest cards, 
so he could (and does) play his 
Influence card on France, placing it 
face down in the France box on his 
Influence mat. Now he can perform 
another action if he wishes. He 
could play an Unrest card or 
another Influence card on France, 
or an Unrest or Diplomacy card on 
England, or he could target any of 
the other four Kingdoms based on 
the Kingdom actions those King-
doms took this turn. When he is 
done, play passes to the player to 
his left.

After all six Kingdoms have played and resolved one Kingdom 
card, each player is given an opportunity to play any or all of 
the Dynasty cards in their hand. Each Dynasty card played nor-
mally targets exactly one Kingdom, and your choice of King-
doms to target will be limited by the Kingdom cards just played 
in the Kingdom phase; the list at the bottom of each Kingdom 
card indicates which of the five Dynasty cards may be directed 
at that Kingdom this phase. If a particular Dynasty card does 
not appear in that list, then the Kingdom may not be targeted 
with that kind of Dynasty card this turn.

Players play cards in Player Order. The First Player names a tar-
get Kingdom (this can be any Kingdom, including one he 
rules), chooses and plays a Dynasty card from his hand, and 
immediately resolves the associated action. He may play as 
many Dynasty cards as he wishes (and need not play any at all), 
against as many different Kingdoms as he likes, until his hand 
of Dynasty cards is empty or he decides not to use his remain-
ing cards. When he is done, he announces that he does not wish 
to play any more Dynasty cards. His last action in this phase is 
to then choose one set of Dynasty cards to pick up and add to 
his hand for use in future turns.

Do not continue around the table a 
second time - each player gets 
exactly one opportunity to play the 
cards they want to play this turn.

The player to his left then has an opportunity to play his own 
Dynasty cards, in exactly the same way, and to then pick up a 
set of Dynasty cards. This continues until each player has had 
exactly one opportunity, in Player Order, to play the desired 
Dynasty cards and pick up one new set of cards.

There are five kinds of Dynasty cards, described below.
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INFLUENCE

Example: Italy just played a Taxa-
tion Kingdom card, and it is Bob’s 
opportunity to play his Dynasty 
cards. Since Influence is one of the 
possible Dynasty cards when a Tax-
ation card has been played, he takes 
a 4 Generic Influence card from his 
hand and places it face down in the 
Italy space on his Influence mat, on 
top of the other two Influence cards 
he placed there in a previous turn. 
Bob also has a 7 Kingdom Influence 
card that can be played on Ger-
many or England. If Germany or 
England took a Kingdom action 
permitting the play of Influence 
cards, he could play it to either of 
those Kingdoms, or he could play it 
to any other Kingdom as bluff. Of 
course, Bob can simply choose to 
keep it in his hand for use in a 
future turn.

You expand your influence in the Kingdom’s court, positioning 
yourself to influence the next succession and perhaps take the 
throne.

1) Play one card (usually - but not necessarily - an Influence card) from 
your hand of Dynasty cards, face down into the target Kingdom’s 
space on your own Influence mat. If there are already one or more 
cards in that space, place this new card on top of the stack.

There are two types of Influence cards in the game:
• Generic Influence - these can be legally played to any Kingdom.
• Kingdom Influence - these can only be legally played to a Kingdom 

whose shield is pictured on the card. Each Kingdom Influence card 
depicts either one or two shields.

Normally, you will only want to use a card in this way if it is a 
legal Influence card (i.e. a Generic Influence card, or an Influ-
ence card that bears the shield of the targeted Kingdom). How-
ever, you may technically play any Dynasty card as a bluff - it 
won’t count during a succession, but it could deceive your 
opponents into thinking you are stronger than you really are, 
and may even cause another player to waste a Foil attempt. See 
Bluff Cards below.

Note that it is very important to keep the proper order of Influ-
ence cards on your mat. Because certain actions involve the top 
cards on an Influence stack, you may not rearrange the order of 
these cards unless specifically instructed to do so by the rules.
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UNREST
Example: Italy has played a Taxa-
tion Kingdom card this turn. When 
Eric is called on to carry out his 
Player actions, he plays two Unrest 
cards, increasing Italy’s Unrest by 
2. Italy controls one Cathedral, and 
the Stability bonus for Italy’s Reli-
gious institution is +4, so the Sta-
bility is 5. With the new Unrest Eric 
just instigated, Italy now has 5 
Unrest - just enough to spark a 
rebellion. A Violent Succession in 
Italy is immediately resolved.

You stir up resentment against the cur-
rent Ruler, pushing the Kingdom 
closer to a violent rebellion.

1) Play one Unrest card from your hand of 
Dynasty cards to the Player discard pile, 
and move the target Kingdom’s Unrest 
token one space higher on the General 
track. If this results in the Unrest token 
reaching (or moving beyond) the space 
containing the Kingdom’s Stability 
token, a rebellion breaks out and the tar-
get Kingdom must immediately resolve 
a Violent Succession.

Every Kingdom tracks its Stability. Stability is equal to the 
number of Cathedrals currently controlled by the Kingdom, 
plus the Stability bonus indicated by the current level of the 
Kingdom’s Religious institution. The current Stability is indi-
cated on the General track using the Kingdom’s Stability token.

Unrest represents the temporary erosion of stability, and is 
tracked using the Kingdom’s Unrest token on the General track. 
Players can judge how close a Kingdom is to internal violence 
by comparing how close its Unrest token is to its Stability 
token.

Note that the loss of a Cathedral 
does not itself initiate a rebellion, 
even if this puts Stability at or 
below the current Unrest; a rebel-
lion can only occur when an Unrest 
card is actually played

If, when Unrest increases in a Kingdom (through the play of an 
Unrest card), the Kingdom’s Unrest now equals or exceeds its 
Stability, a rebellion is immediately sparked - resolve a Violent 
Succession immediately.

ATTRITION
Example: England played an 
Expansion card this turn. In 
response, during the Dynasty 
Phase, Bob plays an Attrition card 
and announces England as the tar-
get. He rolls the dice and gets a 3 
on the colored die and a 2 on the 
white die. Since the colored die was 
higher, Bob selects one English 
Army or Fleet to remove from the 
map.

Disease strikes, troops desert or go 
hungry, and sudden storms sink ships.

1) Play one Attrition card from your hand 
to the discard pile and name a target 
Kingdom.

2) Roll the dice. If the colored die is higher 
than the white die, choose any one 
Army or Fleet belonging to the target 
Kingdom and remove it from the map. If 
the white die is higher than the colored 
die, the player ruling the target Kingdom 
must choose any one of the target King-
dom’s Armies or Fleets to remove from 
the map. If the dice share the same 
result, no Armies or Fleets are removed.
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DIPLOMACY
No Armies are lost through the play 
of Diplomacy. In essence, this 
action permits a Kingdom to take 
advantage of an undefended Region 
that is in danger to absorb it peace-
fully. Note that threatening a 
Region with your own Armies and 
then using Diplomacy to force a 
peaceful surrender is a valid tactic.

The threat of a dangerous neighbor 
forces a local lord to offer vassalage in 
exchange for protection.

1) Play one Diplomacy card from your 
hand to the discard pile and name the 
Kingdom it is targeting (that Kingdom 
must have played a card permitting 
Diplomacy this turn).

2) Designate one Region controlled by the 
target Kingdom that is eligible for 
Diplomacy, and designate a second 
(willing) Kingdom as the beneficiary. 

3) The Ruler of the beneficiary Kingdom rolls the dice. If the colored die 
is higher the beneficiary Kingdom takes control of the Region, 
exactly as if it had done so through Conquest. Otherwise there is no 
effect.

Armies at Sea count as adjacent for 
purposes of determining if a Town 
with a Port symbol in the same Sea 
is eligible for Diplomacy.

A Region is eligible for Diplomacy if all of the following condi-
tions are met:

• The Region is a Castle or Town (Cathedrals and Capitols are immune).
• There are currently no Armies in the Region that belong to the King-

dom controlling that Region. However, if the Region is being offered to 
a Kingdom that has a Flag in the Region (i.e. it controlled it at some 
point in the past) this restriction is ignored; the presence of Armies does 
not prevent the attempt.

• The Kingdom targeted by the Diplomacy card has at least one Army 
adjacent to, or in, the Region.

• The targeted Kingdom does not already control the Region.

Note that since Kingdoms in Chaos 
have no Ruler (and therefore cannot 
give consent), they may not be cho-
sen as the beneficiary of this action.

The beneficiary (which can be any Kingdom, not just one that 
played a card permitting Diplomacy) must have a Flag available 
to conquer the Region; if it has no Flags in its treasury, and has 
no Flag already in the Region, then it cannot become the benefi-
ciary of the Diplomacy action. The Ruler of the conquering 
Kingdom must also give consent to the placing of his King-
dom’s Flag. If he refuses, you must offer it to another Kingdom 
or forfeit the action (you still discard the Diplomacy card you 
played)

If a Region that is conquered through Diplomacy contains 
Armies from the Kingdom that just lost control of the Region, 
those Armies are removed from the map (even if they are under 
Siege).
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In the above illustration, the French played an Expansion card 
and moved an Army into Castle A. In the Dynasty phase a 
Diplomacy card is played, targeting France.

• Castle A is eligible for Diplomacy, because a French Army is in its 
Region and there is no English Army in the Region.

• Cathedral B is not eligible, because Cathedrals are immune to Diplo-
macy.

• Town C is not eligible, because it is controlled by the English, and the 
English have an Army there.

• Castle D is eligible, so long as it is being offered to the French, because 
even though it is controlled by the English and there is an English Army 
there, there is already a French Flag present in the Region.

• The French Capitol is not eligible for two reasons: Capitols are immune 
to Diplomacy, and it is already controlled by France, against whom the 
Diplomacy card was targeted.

INTRIGUE
Your network of informants keep you 
apprised of the latest maneuvering at 
court, and sabotages the efforts of your 
rivals. Intrigue cards can be used in 
one of three ways: to examine and rear-
range one stack of Influence cards on a 
player’s Influence mat, to alter one 
Kingdom’s position on the Kingdom 
Order track, or to foil the play of 
another Dynasty card. Each option is 
described below.
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Option 1: Examine an Influence Stack
Example: Byzantium played an 
Administration card this turn, 
which permits the play of Intrigue 
cards. Eric plays an Intrigue card 
during the Dynasty Phase and des-
ignates the Byzantium space on 
Lisa’s Influence mat as the target of 
his Intrigue. Eric picks up Lisa’s 
stack of three Influence cards for 
Byzantium and looks at them. He 
then reorders them and places them 
back where they were, face down.

With this option, the intention is to view the cards that are in a 
single space on another player’s Influence mat, and possibly 
rearrange their order.

1) Play one Intrigue card from your hand to the discard pile.
2) Designate a target Kingdom and an Influence mat. The target King-

dom must have performed an action permitting Intrigue.
3) Examine all the cards in the target Kingdom’s space on the designated 

mat. You may not show these cards to anyone else.
4) After examining the stack, place all of the cards back on the Influence 

space in any order you wish (i.e. you may reorder them).

Option 2: Alter the Kingdom Order Track
Example: Spain and Italy both 
played cards permitting Intrigue 
this turn. Bob plays an Intrigue 
card, picks up the Kingdom Order 
tokens for Spain and Italy, and 
places Spain in the first space and 
Italy in the fourth space, shifting 
tokens as needed but maintaining 
the other Kingdoms’ relative order 
on the Kingdom Order track.

With this option, the intention is to alter the order that King-
doms takes their turn during the Kingdom Phase.

1) Play one Intrigue card from your hand to the discard pile.
2) Designate one or more target Kingdoms. Each targeted Kingdom must 

have performed an action permitting Intrigue.
3) Pick up the Kingdom Order token of each targeted Kingdom. You may 

arrange them in any order you wish on the Kingdom Order track, 
moving other tokens as necessary. However, you may NOT alter the 
relative order of the Kingdoms that you did not target.

Option 3: Foil other Dynasty Cards
Example: Bob has just played an 
Attrition car. Before Bob rolls the 
dice to resolve the action, Eric - out 
of turn - announces that he would 
like to foil that card play. Eric 
immediately plays an Intrigue card 
from his hand and rolls the dice. He 
gets a 5 on the colored die and a 6 
on the white die. Since the colored 
die was not higher, the foil attempt 
fails; the Intrigue card is discarded 
and Bob’s Attrition card is resolved 
normally. No further attempts to foil 
that play may be made by anyone. If 
the colored die had been higher 
than the white die, Bob’s Attrition 
card would have been discarded 
without effect.

Intrigue cards have a third, special use. Whenever another 
player plays a Dynasty card, all other players have an immedi-
ate, out-of-turn opportunity to play an Intrigue card from their 
own hands to attempt to foil that card play. The declaration to 
foil must be made after the active player designates specifically 
how he intends to use the card in question, but before the result 
of the Dynasty card is actually carried out (e.g. rolling the dice).

1) The player attempting to foil rolls the dice. If the colored die is higher 
than the white die, then the foil attempt succeeds and the Dynasty 
card is instead discarded without effect, along with the Intrigue card 
used to foil it. If the colored die is not higher, then the attempt fails; 
the Intrigue card is discarded without effect and the Dynasty card is 
resolved normally.

This special use of an Intrigue card occurs outside the normal 
flow. Ordinarily, Dynasty cards may only be played on your 
turn, and must target a Kingdom. However, in this one case you 
are permitted to play an Intrigue card on another player’s turn.

Note that the Kingdom action taken 
is irrelevant in this case. You may 
always attempt to foil any Dynasty 
card play, regardless of what King-
dom action led to its being played.

Observe the following restrictions when making a Foil attempt:
• Any time a Dynasty card is played, all other players should be given a 

reasonable amount of time to declare a foiling attempt. Pausing for a 
few seconds should be sufficient.

• Each played Dynasty card may only be the subject of ONE foil attempt; 
if that one attempt fails, it cannot be the subject of a second attempt by 
any player and its action is immediately resolved as normal.
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• Foil attempts cannot themselves be foiled; you may not play Intrigue 
cards to try to stop another player’s foil attempt.

• Influence cards may only be foiled as they are being initially played to a 
Influence mat (not later, when they are being revealed during a succes-
sion). If the foil attempt is successful, the Influence card is discarded 
face up to the discard pile. If this reveals a card being played as a Bluff 
(see Bluff Cards below), the Intrigue card used to foil the attempt is still 
discarded - in this case the Intriguer was duped into making an unneces-
sary foil attempt.

PICK UP DYNASTY CARDS
Example: Eric is currently in the 
unenviable position of having no 
Kingdom to rule. He has 1 Dynasty 
card in hand, so does not need to 
discard. He picks up a set contain-
ing 2 Dynasty cards from among the 
12 sets available. Since he is not a 
ruler and has only 3 Dynasty cards 
in hand, he now draws 2 more cards 
from the deck, so he will go into 
next turn with 5 Dynasty cards 
available for play.

Immediately after playing all the Dynasty cards you wish to 
play this turn, you must do the following:

1) If you currently hold more than 5 Dynasty cards in hand, you must dis-
card enough cards of your choice to the discard pile so that you have 
no more than 5 in hand. Note that you may voluntarily discard any 
cards you wish at this point, even if you are within the 5 card limit.

2) Choose one of the available Dynasty card sets (there will be up to 12 
possible sets to choose from) and add all of the cards in that set to 
your hand.

3) If you are currently ruling no Kingdom at all, and you now have fewer 
than 5 Dynasty cards in hand, draw from the top of the face down 
Dynasty card deck until you have exactly 5 Dynasty cards in hand.

NEGOTIATION PHASE
When all players have had a chance to play their Dynasty cards, 
and have picked up a set of new Dynasty cards, the Negotiation 
phase begins. All players perform these steps simultaneously:

1) Collect Crowns for trade through Alliances
2) Pick up Kingdom cards for Kingdoms that had a Succession this turn
3) Add new Dynasty cards to the existing sets
4) Make deals for the upcoming turn
5) Rotate the First Player position to the left, completing the turn

COLLECT ALLIANCE TRADE INCOME
Be sure not to place a Kingdom’s 
Alliance token in its own treasury - 
a Kingdom never collect Crowns by 
possessing its own Alliance token. 
Trade only occurs when an Alliance 
has been established with another 
Kingdom.

Each Kingdom whose treasury contains one or more Alliance 
tokens may collect Crowns representing trade with other King-
doms. For each Sea the Kingdom currently controls, it may col-
lect Crowns from one Alliance token in its treasury. The 
number of Crowns is printed on the Alliance token - these 
Crowns are taken from the bank and added to the Kingdom’s 
treasury. Note that Alliance tokens must be keep front-side up 
(i.e. with the smaller number of Crowns displaying) unless it is 
flipped over by the player holding the Trade Houses Achieve-
ment.
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PICK UP KINGDOM CARDS
Each Kingdom with a Succession card displayed on the King-
dom mat returns all of its cards on the mat back to its hand. This 
includes any Kingdom cards that were recently gained by 
developing the Kingdom’s institutions.

ADD TO DYNASTY CARD SETS
Example: Each of the three players 
picked up one of the 12 available 
sets, leaving 3 sets with no cards 
and 9 sets with unclaimed cards. 12 
new cards are drawn and added to 
the sets, one to each set (including 
the three empty sets).

Add one Dynasty card from the Dynasty card deck face up to 
each of the 12 sets. sets that were picked up this turn will have 
left behind an “empty” set, which will be filled with one new 
card. After dealing new cards, there should once again be 
exactly 12 sets, each containing one or more cards.

If the Dynasty card deck becomes exhausted while dealing out 
the new cards, shuffle the discard pile to form a new deck. Then 
if there are any sets that did not receive a new card because the 
deck ran out, use the new deck to complete the process.

NEGOTIATE
Players may now engage in negotiations with each other. How-
ever, no agreement is binding or enforceable.

While players may agree to take actions that support one 
another, players and Kingdoms may never voluntarily give 
away or trade physical assets (with two exceptions - see below). 
This includes Kingdoms, Glory tokens, Achievement tiles, 
Armies, Fleets, cards, and so on - in other words, the physical 
components of the game change ownership only when specifi-
cally called for by the rules.

The two exceptions to the no-trade rule is that players may give 
one another Alliance tokens, and may (within limits) transfer 
Crowns between Kingdoms.

Forging Alliances
Each Kingdom has a single Alliance token. During negotia-
tions, the ruler of a Kingdom may take that Kingdom’s Alliance 
token from wherever it currently resides and place it in the trea-
sury of any Kingdom whose ruler is willing to accept it, or sim-
ply remove it from play temporarily (thus ending a previous 
Alliance). However, each player may only move the token of 
one of his Kingdoms during this phase.
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Note that only one Alliance token is 
needed to form an Alliance - it is 
not required that both Kingdoms 
trade their Alliance tokens to create 
an Alliance with one another.

A Kingdom holding another Kingdom’s Alliance token in its 
treasury is considered to be Friendly to that Kingdom (and vice 
versa) so long as the token resides there.

You may also take any Alliance tokens from your own King-
doms’ treasuries and return them to their owners, thus ending 
those Alliances.

Transferring Coins
Example: Bob and Eric came to an 
agreement that Bob would give Eric 
some money in order to convince 
Eric not to interfere in an upcoming 
Succession. Bob currently rules 
Italy and France, while Eric rules 
England. Italy’s Treasury contains 
13 Crowns while France’s Treasury 
contains 8 Crowns. Bob has the 
option to take up to 6 Crowns from 
Italy’s Treasury, or 4 Crowns from 
France’s Treasury, and place them 
in England’s Treasury. He may not 
do both. If he does transfer Crowns, 
he may not make any more transfers 
this turn. Note that, even though 
Crowns were transferred, Eric is 
under no obligation to meet his end 
of the bargain.

During negotiations, each player may, if he chooses, take a 
number of Crowns from the treasury of one - and only one - of 
his Kingdoms and transfer those to the treasury of any one - and 
only one - other Kingdom he chooses (including those he does 
not rule). The number of Crowns he transfers may not exceed 
half of the Crowns currently in his Kingdom’s treasury.

Ending Negotiations
The current First Player determines when negotiations are over. 
When he declares that they are over, all players must immedi-
ately conclude their business and get on with the game. He may 
even declare that there will be no time for negotiations this turn, 
in which case no alliances or coin transfers may take place.

PASS FIRST PLAYER TOKEN
The player currently holding the First Player token passes it to 
the player on his left, who will be the new First Player in the 
upcoming turn. A new Kingdom Phase then begins.

GLORY AND ACHIEVEMENTS
A summary of effects of each 
Achievement tile are printed on the 
back of the tile. The Achievement 
Summary sheet provides additional 
clarification for each Achievement.

Every time you are instructed to gain a Glory, take one of the 
Glory tokens from the Glory pool and place it in front of you. 
However, if you already have 4 Glory, instead of taking a fifth 
Glory token, you must return the 4 you already have and claim 
an Achievement tile instead (unless there are no Achievement 
tiles remaining, in which case you may take the fifth Glory 
token): choose any one of the tiles currently on display on the 
Achievement display and place it in front of you. After claiming 
a tile, draw a new tile at random from the cloth bag to replace it, 
so there are always 5 tiles on display (unless the cloth bag has 
run out of tiles). The game ends at the end of any turn in which 
both the cloth bag and Achievement display are empty (i.e. 
there are no tiles left unclaimed).
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Achievement tiles are kept in front of you, and its effects apply 
to all of the Kingdoms you rule, for the remainder of the game 
(unless you subsequently lose the tile - see below).

TAKING GLORY FROM OTHER PLAYERS
If you are required to return an 
Achievement tile in order to give 
another player a Glory token, you 
may select which tile to surrender 
from among those you possess. The 
effects of the tile no longer apply to 
you, of course.

Occasionally, you may be instructed to take Glory from an 
opponent rather than from the pool (this happens after success-
fully conquering a Region or Capitol belonging to another 
player). In this case, the Glory comes from the other player’s 
current collection of Glory tokens. If that player has no Glory 
tokens available, he must instead immediately return one of his 
Achievement tiles to the cloth bag and take 5 Glory in change. 
You may then take the Glory you are owed from the Glory he 
gained as change.

In the unlikely event that you are instructed to take Glory from 
a player who has no Glory tokens and no Achievement tiles, 
you may take the Glory he lacks from the pool.

WINNING THE GAME
When the Negotiation phase of a turn is completed, check to see 
if there are any Achievement tiles remaining on the Achieve-
ment display. If no tiles remain, the game ends immediately.

Determining a Winner
Each player totals his Glory (with Achievement tiles counting 
as 5 Glory each) and the player with the highest total wins.

It is possible for a player who was 
not tied for victory to actually come 
from behind and win, if the tied 
players do not manage to gain any 
more Glory in the meantime.

If there is a tie for the highest total, note the amount of Glory 
the tied players possess. The game continues until any player 
exceeds that amount; the game ends immediately (in mid turn) 
with that player winning the game.

Optional Ending Condition
This option is a good one for play-
ers with a strict time limit. It is rec-
ommended that no Negotiations be 
allowed, or else a strict time limit 
be imposed to prevent abuse of that 
option.

It is possible to play the game for a fixed period of time, rather 
than playing until a certain number of Achievement tiles are 
claimed. In this case choose a time by the clock, and when that 
time is reached finish out the current turn, at which time the 
game ends. The winner is determined normally, and if there is a 
tie the game will have to continue until a winner is declared.
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SUCCESSIONS
Over the course of the game, each Kingdom is likely to undergo 
several Successions. There are three kinds of Succession: 
Peaceful, Violent, and Chaotic. 

PEACEFUL SUCCESSION
Peaceful successions favor the cur-
rent Ruler, and those with the high-
est total value of Influence in that 
Kingdom.

A Succession resulting from the play of a Succession card is 
Peaceful, and follows the rules in this section for its resolution:

1) Release Troops
2) Challenge for the Throne
3) Apply Challenge Results

Release Troops
All Armies and Fleets of the Kingdom undergoing the Succes-
sion are immediately removed from the map. They can be 
raised again in the future, but they are done serving for now.

Challenge for the Throne
Example: Italy has used most of its 
cards over the past several turns, 
and Bob, as Italy’s Ruler, has 
decided to end the current reign by 
playing a Succession card. This 
triggers a Peaceful Succession. He 
must now call on Eric and Lisa to 
commit their Influence cards to this 
succession. He calls on Lisa first. 
Lisa has two Influence cards in the 
Italy space of her Influence mat. 
She decides to play them both. She 
flips over the top one and places it 
in front of her - it is a Generic 6 
card. She then flips over the second 
card, which is an Italy 7 card. Her 
total Influence is therefore 12. Bob 
now calls on Eric. Eric also has two 
Influence cards on his mat, but he 
notes that even combined they are 
not enough to top Lisa’s play, so he 
decides to hold them in reserve and 
announces that he will commit no 
cards. Italy’s Legal institution is 
currently at level 1, and confers a -4 
“bonus” to Bob’s rule, so he starts 
at -4 total Influence. (Continued on 
next page)

The Ruler calls on all the other players in turn, in any order he 
wishes, to challenge for the throne. If a player chooses to chal-
lenge, he must commit one or more Influence cards from that 
Kingdom’s space on his own Influence Mat, placing them 
FACE UP in front of himself. A player need not use all of his 
Influence cards, but he must commit at least one actual Influ-
ence card (i.e. Bluff cards do not count - see Bluff Cards below), 
and he must commit cards one at a time, always taking from the 
top of his Influence stack (i.e. he cannot commit a card from 
lower down in the stack unless he first commits all the cards 
above it in the stack). After all other players have had a chance 
to challenge, the Ruler then decides whether to commit any of 
his own Influence to defend his throne, and does so in exactly 
the same way.

If there are no challengers, the current Ruler always retains his 
throne, without the need to commit any of his own Influence.

If at least one player challenged him, then the Ruler must apply 
the Kingdom’s Influence Bonus (as indicated by its Legal insti-
tution) to the total value of all Influence cards the Ruler com-
mitted (which is 0, if he commits no cards at all). The player 
with the highest total Influence committed becomes (or 
remains) the Ruler. Note that until a Kingdom’s Legal institu-
tion is sufficiently developed, the Influence Bonus may be neg-
ative, possibly reducing a Ruler’s total Influence to 0 (the total 
can never be less than 0).
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Example: (continued) Bob has five 
cards in the Italy space on his Influ-
ence mat. He flips the first card, 
which is an Italy 7. This, combined 
with the Legal bonus, is still only 3, 
not enough to beat Lisa. He flips 
over the second, which is a Generic 
6. He now has 9 - still not enough to 
win. He flips the third card, which is 
an England 7 card. This is not a 
legal play for Italy, so it is consid-
ered a “bluff” card and is discarded 
without effect. He then flips the 
fourth card, which is a Generic 5, 
bringing his total to 14 - enough to 
beat Lisa’s total of 12. He declines 
to play his last card, as it is unnec-
essary, and he retains Rulership of 
Italy. All cards that were committed 
are now discarded.

If there is a tie for highest Influence, then the Kingdom goes 
into Chaos.

All Influence cards committed by all players are placed in the 
discards, regardless of who gained control of the Kingdom. 
Influence cards that were not committed remain face down in 
their current spaces on their respective Influence mats, and can 
be used in a future Succession.

Apply Challenge Results
If the current Ruler wins, he retains control of the Kingdom and 
there are no further effects.

If a challenger wins, that player takes control of the Kingdom; 
the current Ruler must give him the Kingdom’s Development 
mat (with Treasury contents and institutions intact) and tokens, 
as well as the Kingdom card hand in its current state.

VIOLENT SUCCESSION
Violent successions threaten the 
current Ruler, and favor those with 
more Influence cards (regardless of 
value) in the Kingdom.

A Violent succession results whenever the play of an Unrest 
card forces a Kingdom’s Unrest to equal or exceed its Stability:

1) Release Troops
2) Challenge for the Throne
3) Apply Challenge Results
4) Adjust Kingdom Turn Order
5) Reduce Unrest

Release Troops
All Armies and Fleets of the Kingdom undergoing the Succes-
sion are immediately removed from the map; the internal strife 
has put an end to any campaign in progress.

Challenge for the Throne
Example: Through the play of an 
Unrest card, France has been 
forced to undertake a Violent Suc-
cession. Eric, as France’s Ruler, 
calls on Bob to commit his Influ-
ence first. Bob asks Lisa if she will 
help him seize the throne, and Lisa, 
who is alarmed at Eric’s lead in 
Glory tokens, agrees. Bob has two 
Influence cards in the France space 
of his Influence mat, and plays one 
face down in front of him. (Contin-
ued on next page)

The Ruler calls on all the other players in turn, in any order he 
wishes, to challenge for the throne. As a player is called upon, 
he has the option to commit one or more cards from the King-
dom’s space on his own Influence mat, placing them FACE 
DOWN in front of himself, or any other player he chooses. A 
player need not use all of his Influence cards, but he must com-
mit cards one at a time, always taking from the top of his Influ-
ence stack (i.e. he cannot commit a card from lower down in the 
stack unless he first commits all the cards above it in the stack). 
After all other players have had a chance to commit, the Ruler 
has a choice of either committing at least one of his own cards 
in the same way, or calling for the challenge to end.
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Example: (continued) Eric now 
calls on Lisa, who declines to play. 
Eric now calls on himself. He has 
three Influence cards in France’s 
space on his Influence mat. He 
commits the top two, face down in 
front of himself. Since he played a 
card, he must now call on the other 
players again. He calls on Lisa 
first, who plays her single card face 
down in front of Bob. Eric calls on 
Bob, who commits his single 
remaining card, and now has three 
cards face down in front of him. 
Eric then calls on himself and com-
mits his last card. He calls on Bob 
Lisa again (because he played 
cards), but they have no more cards 
to commit, and Eric decides to end 
the challenge. All cards are now 
revealed. The three cards in front of 
Bob are revealed to all be legal 
Influence cards in France, while 
only two of Eric’s are legal in 
France. Bob has more legal cards 
in front of him, so he wins the chal-
lenge and become France’s new 
Ruler, taking all of France’s assets 
from Eric. 

If the Ruler commits his own cards, he must then engage in 
another round of challenges, giving all other players a chance to 
commit one or more new cards to those already face down on 
the table, exactly as before. He may then either commit at least 
one of his own cards or end the challenge. This continues indef-
initely until the Ruler is out of cards to commit, or chooses to 
end the challenge.

When the Ruler chooses to end the challenge, all committed 
Influence cards are turned face up. Any cards that were bluffs 
(see Bluff Cards below) are discarded. Then, each player totals 
up the number of cards remaining in front of him, ignoring their 
printed values. (Note that the Kingdom’s Influence Bonus does 
not apply - only the number of cards committed matters.) The 
player with the most cards committed in front of him wins the 
challenge.

If there is a tie, the player with the highest total value printed on 
his committed Influence cards wins, so long as he was also one 
of those tied for having the most cards. If there is still a tie, or if 
the player with the highest Influence was not one of those tied 
for the most cards, the Kingdom goes into Chaos. Note that, for 
this tie-breaker, the current Ruler does add the Kingdom’s Influ-
ence bonus to his total when calculating highest Influence.

Apply Challenge Results
Note that if the current Ruler 
retained his throne, he does NOT 
get the benefits of having played a 
Succession card. The Succession 
card is only played if a challenger 
seizes the throne from the current 
Ruler.

Challenge results are applied the same as in a Peaceful Succes-
sion, with one important exception: if a challenger (i.e. not the 
current Ruler) wins, the victorious challenger takes the Succes-
sion card from the Kingdom’s cards and places it on the King-
dom mat at the top of the Kingdom’s stack; the Kingdom is 
considered to have performed a Succession this turn, ignoring 
the action it actually performed. That means he will get to begin 
the next turn with a fresh hand of Kingdom cards. This also dic-
tates which Dynasty cards can target the Kingdom for the 
remainder of the turn.

Adjust Kingdom Turn Order
Regardless of the outcome of the challenge, move the Kingdom 
Order token of the Kingdom undergoing the violent succession 
to the right-most space on the Kingdom Order track. During the 
next turn it will be last in the turn order.

Reduce Unrest
Move the Kingdom’s Unrest marker down 3 spaces on the track 
(to a minimum of 0).
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CHAOTIC SUCCESSION
A Chaotic Succession favors who-
ever has the highest total value of 
Influence in the Kingdom.

A Chaotic Succession occurs whenever it is a Kingdom’s turn 
to play a card during the Kingdom Phase, but it has no Ruler:

1) Challenge for the Throne
2) Apply Challenge Results

Challenge for the Throne
In Player Order, each player has the option to commit one or 
more cards from the Kingdom’s space on his own Influence 
mat, placing them FACE DOWN in front of himself. A player 
need not use all of his cards, but he must commit cards one at a 
time, always taking from the top of his Influence stack (i.e. he 
cannot commit a card from lower down in the stack unless he 
first commits all the cards above it in the stack). After all other 
players have had exactly one chance to commit, all committed 
cards are flipped over.

Any Bluff cards (see Bluff Cards below) revealed are discarded 
without effect. Each player then totals the value of all Influence 
cards remaining in front of him. The player with the highest 
total committed Influence wins the challenge.

If there is a tie for highest total Influence, the Kingdom remains 
in Chaos.

Apply Challenge Results
If one of the challengers wins, that player takes control of the 
Kingdom; he takes the Kingdom’s Development mat (with 
Treasury, institutions, and Unrest intact) tokens, as well as the 
entire Kingdom card hand. Note that the full Kingdom card 
hand should be available at this point, including any cards that 
were added due to developing institutions.

GOING INTO CHAOS
Kingdoms in Chaos resolve a Cha-
otic Succession each turn until 
someone manages to take the 
throne.

If a Kingdom is thrown into Chaos, all Kingdom assets (mat, 
cards, and tokens, including its Alliance token if it is in another 
Kingdom’s treasury) are placed to the side, and no player is 
considered to rule it. Any Crowns in the Kingdom’s treasury are 
lost and returned to the bank, and any Alliance tokens in its 
treasury are returned to their owners.

A Kingdom in Chaos can be targeted by Dynasty cards as nor-
mal, its Regions can be invaded, and so on. However, they may 
not be in an Alliance with other Kingdoms and can never be the 
beneficiary of a Diplomacy card play.
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BLUFF CARDS
You may play any kind of Dynasty card to your Influence mat, 
but that card is theoretically assumed to be a legal Influence 
card until it is revealed. As soon as it is revealed during the res-
olution of a Succession or Administration card play, you must 
verify that it is a legal Influence card; if it is not legal, it is con-
sidered to be a Bluff card and is immediately discarded without 
effect.

Legal Influence cards include:
• All generic Influence cards (i.e. Influence cards that do not display a 

particular Kingdom’s shield)
• Influence cards that display the shield of the Kingdom it was played to. 

(e.g. a green shield in Italy, a red shield in England, etc.)

Bluff cards include:
• All non-Influence cards (Unrest, Attrition, Diplomacy, or Intrigue).
• Influence cards that display one or more shields, and none of the shields 

belong to the Kingdom the card was played to. (e.g. a green shield in 
France, a yellow shield and blue shield in England, etc.)

The following illustration displays the kinds of Dynasty cards 
that would be considered Legal, and which would be considered 
Bluffs, in Germany:

WARFARE
While warfare is not the primary focus of the game, it typically 
occurs with some frequency, as it is a potential source of Glory.

DEFINITION OF FRIENDLY AND ENEMY
An important concept in the Warfare rules is the definition of 
Friendly and Enemy.
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All Regions, Armies, and Fleets are considered to be Enemies 
of one another unless they have been determined to be Friendly. 
In other words, assume a thing is Enemy, unless it has been spe-
cifically identified as Friendly by a game rule.

When a player rules a Kingdom, all of the assets of that King-
dom (which includes Armies, Fleets, and Regions under that 
Kingdom’s control) are Friendly to each other, and to the assets 
of any other Kingdom he rules. So, all the Kingdoms you rule 
are automatically considered to be Friendly to one another.

In addition, any Kingdom that currently possesses the Alliance 
token of another Kingdom in its treasury is considered to be 
Friendly to that Kingdom, and vice versa. Note that only one of 
the two Kingdoms need possess an Alliance token for both to be 
considered Friendly to one another.

RAISING ARMIES AND FLEETS
Each time a Kingdom plays a Preparations card, it may place 
new Armies and Fleets on the map, unless it has no more Army 
or Fleet tokens available for placement (you are limited to the 
number of tokens supplied with the game).

Placement Limits
The placement of new Armies and Fleets is limited by the num-
ber and types of Regions a Kingdom controls; each Region may 
raise a certain number of Armies and/or Fleets each time a 
Preparations card is played. You may raise fewer than the limit, 
but you may not raise more than the limits:

• Capitol with Port symbol: 3 Armies and/or Fleets
• Capitol without Port symbol: 3 Armies
• Castle: 2 Armies
• Town with Port symbol: 1 Army or 1 Fleet
• Town without Port symbol: 1 Army
• Cathedral: no Armies or Fleets may be raised in a Cathedral

Army Placement
Armies are placed in the Region that raised them. You may raise 
fewer than the maximum allowed in a particular Region, but 
you may not raise more than that maximum.

Note that there is no limit to the number of Army tokens that 
may occupy a Region at any time; the above limits apply only to 
the number of new Armies you may raise in a particular Region 
each time you play a Preparations card.
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Fleet Placement
So, if you have two port Towns 
adjacent to a particular Sea, you 
can place up to two new Fleets in 
that Sea - one from each Town.

Fleets are placed in the Sea containing the port that raised them. 
There is no limit to the number of Fleets that can be present in 
or raised in a given Sea - the limit on Fleets has to do with how 
many Fleets each port (Capitol or Town) can raise each time 
you play a Preparations card.

Regions Under Siege
You may not raise Armies in a Region that currently contains a 
Siege token. You may still raise Fleets from Regions that are 
under siege (assuming the Region is a port, of course).

Regions and Seas Containing the Enemy
If you raise Armies in a Region containing enemy Armies, or 
Fleets in a Sea containing enemy Fleets, you must (after com-
pleting all placements) fight a Battle in that Region or Sea. You 
are the Attacker in the battle.

MOVING ARMIES
Armies only move and fight as the result of the play of an 
Expansion card; they do NOT automatically move every time a 
Kingdom acts during the Kingdom phase.

Regions, Seas, Armies, and Fleets 
are considered “Friendly” if they 
are controlled by a Kingdom ruled 
by the same player. So, if you rule 
Italy and Spain, all Regions, 
Armies, and Fleets controlled by 
Italy and Spain are considered 
Friendly to each other. All other 
Regions, Seas, Armies, and Fleets 
are considered to be “enemy”.

Each Army is moved individually, one time only, and must 
choose one of the following modes of travel:

• MARCH: An Army that starts its move in a Friendly Region may 
choose to March; it moves through any number of Friendly Regions, 
ending its movement in the Friendly Region of its choice. It may enter a 
Friendly Region containing an enemy Army, but at no point during its 
movement may it enter an enemy Region, or leave a Region containing 
an enemy Army.

• INVADE: An Army that starts its move in any Region (Friendly or 
enemy) may choose to Invade; it moves into any one adjacent Region, 
and then immediately stops. The presence of enemy Armies in either 
Region does not interfere with movement, although a battle must ulti-
mately be fought if the destination Region contains an enemy Army.

• BOARD: An Army that starts its move in a Friendly Region containing 
a Port symbol may choose to Board, so long as the Sea containing the 
Port symbol also contains at least one Friendly Fleet; it moves out into 
the adjacent Sea, and then immediately stops. It is now considered to be 
at sea, and the Friendly Fleets in that Sea are considered to be transport-
ing it.

• LAND: An Army that starts its move at Sea may choose to Land; it 
moves to any Region with a Port symbol in the same Sea the Army cur-
rently occupies, and then immediately stops.

This helps avoid accidentally mov-
ing Armies twice in the same turn.

After moving an Army, place it on its side to indicate that it 
moved this turn; it may not move again (although it can still be 
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transported by Fleets if it ended its move at Sea). After all 
movement has been completed, all Armies should be placed 
standing up again.

Using Roads
Roads indicate the land connections between Regions. Each 
Road joins exactly one Region to exactly one other Region; 
these Regions are said to be “adjacent”. When Armies move, 
they must move along a Road to an adjacent Region. Regions 
that do not have a Road connecting them are not considered 
adjacent, no matter how close they may appear on the map.

Using Straits
There are three Straits on the map. Armies may move along a 
Strait as if it were a Road, but only if there is at least one 
Friendly Fleet present in the Sea the Strait passes through.

BATTLES BETWEEN ARMIES
After you have completed all desired movement, you must 
check to see if any battles result, and resolve any that occur.

Conditions
If more than one battle must be 
resolved, the active player always 
gets to decide the order in which the 
battles are resolved.

If a Region containing one or more of your Armies also con-
tains one or more enemy Armies, then a battle must be initiated 
in the Region, with you as the Attacker.

There is one exception: Armies that did not move at all (or that 
used the Land movement option to move from the Sea into a 
port), and are in a Friendly Region, do not automatically trigger 
a battle, so long as no other of your Armies moved into the 
Region by way of a Road or Strait. In this case, you have the 
option to initiate a battle as the Attacker, or you may avoid bat-
tle altogether.

Battle Resolution
Battles are fought as a series of one or more Clashes. Each 
Clash follows this procedure:

1) If the defenders are in a Region Friendly to them, they may choose to 
withdraw into the fortifications (see below). If all defenders withdraw, 
the battle ends immediately, but if there are any defenders that chose 
not to withdraw, then the battle continues involving only those 
defenders that did not withdraw. Attackers may choose to withdraw if 
the Region is Friendly, but only after the first Clash has been 
resolved, as they are fighting their way through to the fortifications.
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2) The attacking player rolls the dice. The colored die indicates which 
side must remove the first casualty, as indicated on the Battle Results 
table on the map. That side must remove one of their Armies involved 
in the battle as a casualty.

3) The white die indicates the total number of Armies that will become 
casualties as a result of this Clash. If the white result was more than 1, 
the other side now removes one Army as a casualty, then the first side 
loses a second Army, and so on back and forth until a total number of 
Armies have been removed equal to the white die result, or until one 
side has removed its last Army (at which point the battle ends imme-
diately with no further casualties).

4) After removing all required casualties, compare the number of Armies 
remaining to each side. If one side has at least twice the number of 
Armies as the other, the smaller side surrenders and the battle is over.

5) If neither side surrenders, either side, starting with the Attacking side, 
has the option to retreat any or all of its Armies. If an Army retreats, 
the non-retreating player chooses one adjacent Region Friendly to the 
retreating Armies, and all retreating Armies move to that Region. If 
there is no adjacent Region Friendly to the retreating Armies, then 
those Armies do not have the option to retreat. If all Armies on one 
side retreat, the battle is over.

6) If neither side surrenders or retreats, another Clash is resolved, exactly 
as the first. This continues until one side is destroyed, surrenders, or 
retreats.

Ransom
The loss of Crowns represents the 
cost of ransoming knights captured 
during the battle. Being unable, or 
unwilling, to ransom knights 
reflects badly on a kingdom, hence 
the loss of Glory if no ransom is 
arranged.

A Kingdom that had an Army surrender, retreat, or become a 
casualty, must give the winning Kingdom a number of Crowns 
equal to the number of Armies that surrendered and/or were 
taken as casualties (those that successfully retreated do not 
count). If the Kingdom cannot (or will not) give all the required 
Crowns, it gives no Crowns but must lose one Glory instead, 
which is returned to the bank.

Multiple Friendly Kingdoms on a Side
If the attacking or defending side is made up of Armies from 
two or more Friendly Kingdoms, the following considerations 
must be observed:

• At the start of the battle, each such side may either unanimously 
appoint one of the allied players to lead their side for the entire battle, or 
they must roll the dice and the allied player rolling highest becomes the 
leader.

• Whenever there is any decision to be made for a side, that side’s leader 
makes the decision; his decision is final and must be carried out.

• When one side suffers casualties, the leader of the other side gets to 
decide which specific Army becomes the casualty (but in an Assault, 
Levies may still only suffer casualties after all Armies have been 
removed first).
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• When a ransom is paid for a particular Army, the player paying the ran-
som gets to decide which Kingdom receives the Crown, if there are 
Armies from multiple Kingdoms remaining on the winning side at the 
end of the battle. (If only one Kingdom’s Armies remain, then that 
Kingdom receives all ransoms.)

Withdraw into Fortifications
When a new Clash is about to begin, any Armies in the Region 
may choose to withdraw into the local fortifications before the 
dice are rolled. The withdrawing Armies are said to be the 
Region’s garrison.

The following rules must be observed when withdrawing:
• Armies may only withdraw into fortifications if the Region is Friendly.
• Armies may not withdraw into Cathedrals; Cathedrals may not have 

garrisons.
• An Army on the attacking side may not withdrawn into fortifications 

during the first Clash of a battle. If it survives to a subsequent Clash it 
may withdraw normally if the Region is Friendly.

• Any number of Armies may garrison a Region, but having an excessive 
number can make the Region particularly vulnerable to a Siege.

Armies that withdraw into fortifications do not participate in 
battles. The enemy must Assault or place them under Siege if 
they wish to destroy them.

It is permissible to withdraw some Armies, while leaving others 
outside the fortifications. However, any that do not withdraw 
must continue to participate in the battle.

Example of a Battle
France plays an 
Expansion card and 
uses the Invade option 
to move four Armies 
from the French Capi-
tol to the neighboring 
English Castle. The 
Castle Region is 
occupied by three 
English Armies. Since 
France and England 
are not Friendly (and 
are therefore enemies) 

a Battle must be resolved. Since the Castle is Friendly to them, 
the English have the option to withdraw into the fortifications, 
which would end the battle immediately. However, the English 
choose to fight, and the battle continues.
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The ruler of France, 
as the attacker, rolls 
the dice, getting a 2 
on the colored die and 
a 3 on the white die. 
Consulting the Battle 
Results table, he sees 
that a 2 on the colored 
die means that the 
Attacker must take 
the first casualty. The 
white die indicates 
that three casualties in 

total occur during this first Clash. A French Army is removed, 
then an English Army, and then another French Army, for a 
total of three casualties. The casualties are set aside; they will 
return to the pool of available Armies after the battle ends, but 
they are not placed there yet in case one side needs to calculate 
a Ransom.

The number of 
remaining Armies on 
both sides is now 
compared. Since nei-
ther side has at least 
double the other, nei-
ther force surrenders. 
The French, as the 
attackers, now have 
the option to retreat. 
The French decline, 
so the English now 
have the option to 

retreat into any adjacent Region Friendly to the English (the 
French would choose which one, however). The English also 
decide not to retreat. Another Clash must therefore be resolved.
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The English now have 
another chance to 
withdraw into the for-
tifications, but they 
decline.The French 
cannot withdraw 
because the Region is 
not Friendly to them. 
The attacker rolls the 
dice and consults the 
Battle Result table. A 
3 result on the colored 
die indicates that the 

smaller force (or the Attacker, in case of a tie) must take the 
first casualty, while the 1 result on the white die indicates that 
only one casualty will be suffered in total during this Clash. 
Since each force has an equal number of Armies, the Attacker 
must in this case remove the first casualty, so France removes 
one Army. No other casualties result.

The relative size of 
the forces is now 
compared. The Eng-
lish Armies now out-
number the French by 
at least double, so the 
remaining French 
Army surrenders and 
is removed as a casu-
alty. The English have 
won the battle, and as 
the victors they may 
claim a Ransom. A 

total of 4 French Armies were lost, so the ruler of France must 
either take 4 Crowns from the French treasury and give them to 
the English treasury, or return one Glory token to the pool. All 
Armies lost as casualties are returned to their respective pools, 
and can be raised again in future turns.

ASSAULTING A REGION
When all of the active Kingdom’s moves are completed, and all 
battles have been resolved, the active Kingdom’s Armies may 
(but are not required to) attempt to conquer any Regions they 
occupy by making an immediate assault, if they meet these cri-
teria:
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• The Region is a Capitol, Castle, or Town (i.e. Cathedrals cannot be 
Assaulted)

• The active Kingdom does not already control the Region

When an assault is declared, an assault must be fought between 
the attacking Armies and the defenders of the Region. The 
defending side gains a number of Levies for use for the duration 
of the assault; at the end of the assault, regardless of the result, 
any surviving Levies are removed from the board. Use any 
available tokens to temporarily represent the Levies.

The base number of Levies defending a Region is 0, and is 
modified by the following:

• +1 if the Region is a Town
• +2 if the Region is a Castle
• +3 if the Region is a Capitol
• Add the Fortification bonus of the defending Kingdom, as determined 

by its Military institution. (There is no bonus for Independent Regions, 
since they have no Military institution.)

• -1 if the assaulting Kingdom already has a Flag in the Region (i.e. it is 
re-taking a Region it controlled in the past)

Any Armies Friendly to the Region also participate as defend-
ers, and combine with the Levies. Fight the assault as a battle 
(see Battles Between Armies above), with these exceptions:

• Neither side has the option to withdraw into fortifications; this option is 
irrelevant during an assault.

• The defending Armies may never retreat; they can only fight or surren-
der.

• Armies always suffer casualties first; Levies only suffer casualties 
when all defending Armies have been removed.

• The attacker may “retreat”, but rather than moving to an adjacent 
Region retreating attackers instead remain where they are and the battle 
ends.

• If the defender surrenders, the Region is conquered.
• If the attacker surrenders, the battle simply ends at that point; the 

attacking Armies are not removed. In effect, the assault is stalled.
• No ransom is ever paid for Levies. Ransom is paid as normal for 

Armies of the side that surrenders, retreats, or is destroyed. If the win-
ning side is an Independent Region, then the ransom must be paid to the 
bank.
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Example of an Assault
During an Expansion, 
French Armies have 
made an Invade move 
to enter an English-
controlled Region. 
There are no enemy 
Armies in the Region, 
so no Battle is fought. 
The French have the 
option to Assault the 
Region to try to con-
quer it, and the French 
ruler announces his 

intention to do so.

Note that neither side was given the 
option to withdraw into fortifica-
tions, since this is an Assault, not a 
Battle - in an Assault the defenders 
are already considered to be with-
drawn, and the Attackers may not 
withdraw since the Region is 
enemy; therefore the option makes 
no sense in the circumstances. Note 
also that if there was a French Flag 
under the English Flag in the 
Region, this would have reduced the 
number of Levies by 1, to a total of 
3.

The English Ruler 
calculates the number 
of Levies that will 
defend the Region. 
The Region is a Cas-
tle, so this adds 2 Lev-
ies to the defending 
side. The English Mil-
itary institution indi-
cates that all English 
Regions have a +2 
Fortification bonus, 
so that adds 2 more 

Levies, for a total of 4 Levies. 4 tokens are placed in the Region 
to represent the Levies (in this case, Spanish Armies are used).

The attacker (in this 
case, the French 
Ruler) rolls the dice. 
The colored die 
results in a 5. Consult-
ing the Battle Results 
table, we see that the 
smaller side must take 
the first casualty, or 
the defender if the 
sides are equal. In this 
case, each side has 4 
Armies, so the 

defending English must remove first. The white die result of 3 
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indicates that a total of 3 Armies must be lost as casualties in 
this Clash. An English Levy is removed (since there are no 
actual English Armies present), followed by a French Army, 
and finally by a second English Levy, for a total of 3 casualties.

Note that the defending English are 
not given the option to retreat. The 
defender is never allowed to retreat 
during an Assault, and in any case 
the Levies could not retreat since 
they are removed from the map as 
soon as the Assault is over.

Now we check to see 
if either side surren-
ders. Since neither 
side is outnumbered 
by at least 2 to 1, there 
is no surrender. The 
Attacker is now given 
the option to retreat 
(which, during an 
Assault, simply 
means calling off the 
Assault and remain-
ing in place), but the 

French Ruler declines. Another Clash must therefore take place.

The attacker rolls the 
dice for the second 
Clash. The colored 
die result of 2 indi-
cates that the Attacker 
must take the first 
casualty, while the 
white die result indi-
cates that 6 casualties 
will be suffered. A 
French Army is 
removed, followed by 
an English Levy, fol-

lowed by a second French Army, followed by the second Eng-
lish Levy. Since the English side has now been wiped out, the 
Assault ends immediately, even though only 4 casualties were 
suffered and the die called for 6 casualties to be taken. The lone 
remaining French Army therefore survives the Assault and the 
French are victorious.
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The French ruler now 
gets to conquer the 
Region. He takes a 
Flag from the French 
treasury and places it 
on top of the English 
Flag, and then takes a 
Glory token from the 
English Ruler, who 
promises vengeance 
in the near future. 
Ransoms are now cal-
culated. The English 

lost the Assault and so must pay 1 Crown to the French for each 
Army that surrendered or was taken as a casualty. However, the 
English only lost Levies in the exchange, and since no ransoms 
are ever paid for Levies, the English do not have to pay any-
thing.

SIEGING A REGION
After all Battles and Assaults have been resolved, the active 
Kingdom may choose to place any enemy Region under Siege, 
so long as it contains at least one of its Armies.

Initiating a Siege
To place a Region under Siege, place a Siege token belonging to 
the active Kingdom in the Region. The Siege token must come 
either from the Kingdom’s treasury, or from elsewhere on the 
map.

Resolving a Siege
Note that resolving a siege is 
optional. You may decline to roll the 
dice; the siege simply continues as 
if a siege roll had failed.

When a Kingdom takes an Expansion action, the first thing it 
does (before moving Armies and Fleets) is resolve any sieges it 
currently has underway.

Each Region has a garrison capacity, which represents the num-
ber of Armies it can comfortably supply during a Siege:

• Capitols: 3 Armies
• Castles: 2 Armies
• Towns: 1 Army

Roll the dice for each Region containing one of the Kingdom’s 
Siege tokens, and if the Armies garrisoning the Region exceed 
that Region’s capacity, add 1 to the colored die for each Army 
over that limit. Also, if the Region has a Flag from the same 
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Kingdom as the Siege token (the Region used to be controlled 
by that Kingdom) add 1 to the colored die.

• If the modified result on the colored die is higher than the white die, the 
Region immediately surrenders and is conquered. The Siege token is 
returned to the Kingdom’s treasury, and any besieged Armies in the 
Region are removed from the board. No ransoms are involved.

• Otherwise, the Region refuses to surrender and the Siege token remains 
in place.

Lifting a Siege
A Kingdom’s Siege token is removed from a Region the 
moment there are no Armies from that Kingdom remaining in 
the Region. Siege tokens may also be voluntarily removed by 
the owning player at any time.

Ports Under Siege
Towns and Capitals with port symbols may be placed under 
siege by an Army in the same Region, but the Region cannot be 
conquered by siege (i.e. no die roll may be made) unless the 
sieging Kingdom also has a Fleet in the Sea adjacent to the port 
at the time of the die roll - this is because an un-blockaded port 
can be supplied indefinitely, and cannot therefore be starved 
into submission until those supplies are cut off.

Siege Tokens
The limit on Siege tokens represents 
the limited capability of a Kingdom 
to keep its besieging armies in sup-
ply; armies that must camp in one 
place for a long period of time find 
it harder and harder to forage for 
the supplies they need.

Each Kingdom has a limited number of Siege tokens available 
to it at any time. These are kept in the Kingdom’s treasury when 
not in use. Each Kingdom starts with one Siege token, and adds 
one to its treasury each time it develops its Military institution 
(so the most a Kingdom may have is 4 Siege tokens). When a 
Siege token is removed from the map for any reason, it is 
returned to its Kingdom’s treasury and can be used again at any 
point in the future.

Armies Under Siege
Armies that are in a Region containing an enemy Siege token 
have limited movement options: the only movement option pos-
sible is to Board, if the conditions for that option are met. After 
all movement is complete, however, any besieged Armies do 
have the option to sally forth and engage their besiegers in a 
Battle as the attackers. Note that you do not get to use Levies in 
such a battle - Levies only benefit the defender during an 
Assault, and never participate in Battles.

The Battle is fought normally, with one exception: if a sallying 
Army chooses to retreat during the battle, it simply returns to 
the fortification and remains under siege. If the sallying force 
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wins the battle, the siege is ended and the Siege token is 
removed.

If there is both a sallying force as 
well as a force that moved into the 
Region, then one force will have to 
sit out the first clash, and is added 
to the battle for the second clash 
(and any subsequent clashes). If the 
battle ends during the first clash, 
then a new battle is fought with the 
force that did not participate; they 
arrive at the battlefield too late to 
influence the first battle, but will 
have a battle of their own to fight.

If Armies Friendly to the sallying force move into the Region 
on the same turn, they may both attack the besieging force, but 
only one of the two forces (active Kingdom’s choice) partici-
pates in the first Clash. If the Battle continues into a second 
Clash, the two forces may combine Armies for the rest of the 
Battle.

Example of a Siege
Four French Armies 
have moved into an 
English Region con-
taining three (enemy) 
English Armies. After 
all movement is com-
pleted, a Battle must 
be fought. At the 
beginning of the 
Clash, the English 
Armies have the 
option to withdraw 
into the fortifications, 

and they do, ending the Battle immediately.

With all Battles 
resolved, the French 
now have the option 
to Assault, if they 
wish. However, con-
sidering the fact that 
they would be vastly 
outnumbered, they 
decline. Finally, after 
resolving Assaults, 
the French have the 
option to place any 
enemy Regions under 

Siege that contains at least one of their Armies. The French 
Ruler takes a Siege token from the French treasury and places it 
in the Region. The Castle and its English defenders are now 
under Siege. In future turns, the English Armies could sally 
forth to fight the French, but they would be outnumbered 3 
Armies to 4 Armies, so they remain behind their walls.
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In a future turn, the 
French play another 
Expansion card. All 
sieges are resolved as 
the first Expansion 
action. The French 
ruler will roll the dice, 
but first he calculated 
whether he gets any 
bonuses to his roll. 
The Region under 
Siege is a Castle, so it 
has a Garrison Capac-

ity of 2 Armies. There are 3 English Armies under Siege in the 
Region, however, which is one over the capacity. Therefore the 
French get to add +1 to the colored die when rolling. The result 
is 3 on the colored die and 3 on the white die. After factoring in 
the +1 bonus, the colored die is higher, so the garrison surren-
ders. All 3 English Armies are removed (but no Ransoms are 
paid, since this is a siege).

Because the siege was 
successful, the French 
may now conquer the 
Region. A Flag is 
taken from the French 
treasury and placed in 
the Region, on top of 
the English Flag. The 
French Ruler also 
notices that the adja-
cent Cathedral is now 
eligible for French 
control, and places 

another French Flag in that Region as well. He then takes 2 
Glory tokens from the English Ruler, since he conquered two 
Regions that were under English control.

CONQUERING REGIONS
Typically, the ultimate goal of warfare is to either conquer new 
Regions, or prevent your rivals from doing the same.

Raising Flags
Flag tokens are used to designate control of a Region. The 
Kingdom that currently controls a Region keeps its Flag on top 
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of any other Flags in the Region; these other Flags show which 
Kingdoms controlled the Region in the past.

When you are instructed to raise a Kingdom’s Flag in a Region, 
do the following:

• If the Kingdom already has a Flag in the Region, simply move the Flag 
on top of any other Flags in the Region to show a return of control to 
the conquering Kingdom. No new Flag is actually placed in this case.

• If the Kingdom does not already have a Flag in the Region, take a Flag 
from the Kingdom’s treasury and place it in the Region. If there are 
other Flags in the Region, place the new one on top of the others.

Example: Byzantium successfully 
conducts an Assault on an Indepen-
dent Town. However, because there 
are no Flag tokens in Byzantium’s 
treasury, it cannot take control of 
the Region. The Town remain Inde-
pendent and the Ruler of Byzantium 
does not gain any Glory. If Byzan-
tium were to add a Flag to its trea-
sury at a later time, it would still 
have to attack the Town again to 
actually conquer it.

IMPORTANT: If there are no Flags in a Kingdom’s treasury, 
and you are required to place a new Flag in the Region because 
the Kingdom does not already have one in the Region, then the 
Region cannot be conquered at this time. You gain none of the 
benefits of conquering the Region, including Glory. The con-
quest ends in failure and must be conducted again in the future 
if you want to place a newly-acquired Flag. In other words, you 
cannot retroactively place Flags in Regions you conquered 
before, at a time when you did not have any Flags available.

Note that no Kingdom will ever have more than one of its Flags 
in a given Region; if it reconquers a Region it simply moves its 
previously-placed Flag back on top of the other Flags in the 
Region.

Once placed, Flags are never removed from the map for any 
reason. They may be moved under the Flags of other King-
doms, but they never go away, and they never move to other 
Regions or Seas. This is an important concept, because the 
number of Flags available to each Kingdom is limited; you 
must carefully consider the placement of Flags, since once they 
are placed they cannot be moved or withdrawn.

Results of Conquering a Castle or Town
If a Ruler has no Glory token to 
give a conquering adversary, but he 
has an Achievement tile, he must 
trade in an Achievement tile for 5 
Glory tokens and give one to his 
adversary.

If the Region being conquered is a Castle or Town controlled by 
another Kingdom, the conquering Kingdom raises its Flag in 
the Region. The conquering Ruler then takes 1 Glory token 
from the Ruler of the Kingdom that just lost control of the 
Region. In the unlikely event that this Ruler has no Glory 
tokens to take (or if the Kingdom is currently in Chaos, and 
therefore has no Ruler), the conquering Ruler takes one glory 
from the pool instead.
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If the Region being conquered is an Independent Castle or 
Town, the conquering Kingdom raises its Flag in the Region 
and the conquering Ruler takes 1 Glory from the pool.

Results of Conquering a Capitol
When a Capitol is conquered, the Ruler of the active Kingdom 
takes 3 Glory tokens from the Ruler of the invaded Kingdom, 
and takes over Rulership of the conquered Kingdom as well. 
The conquered Kingdom removes all of its Armies and Fleets 
from the map, and its Development mat, hand of Kingdom 
cards, and other assets are immediately transferred to its new 
Ruler, exactly as if the conquering player had gained the King-
dom through Succession.

If the invaded Kingdom is currently in Chaos (i.e. it has no 
Ruler), the 3 Glory tokens are taken from the Glory pool 
instead.

Note that a Kingdom does not need to have any Flags in its trea-
sury in order to conquer a Capitol, since no Flag is raised in this 
case.

CONTROLLING CATHEDRALS
Cathedrals cannot be seized directly through military means. 
Instead, they are influenced indirectly by whichever Kingdom 
has the most political presence in the immediate vicinity.

Raising a Flag in a Cathedral is 
optional.

At any point during a Kingdom’s turn to act during the King-
dom phase, if that Kingdom has control of at least two Regions 
adjacent to a Cathedral, and this is more than any other single 
Kingdom, it may immediately raise a Flag in the Cathedral (in 
the same manner as one raises a Flag when conquering a Castle 
or Town). The Ruler raising the Flag takes 1 Glory token, either 
from the Glory pool (if the Cathedral was Independent) or from 
the controlling player (if it was controlled by another King-
dom).
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Example of Controlling a Cathedral
Since the Cathe-
dral in this illustra-
tion has two 
adjacent English 
Regions, and only 
one adjacent 
French Region, it 
is currently under 
English control. 
However, 3 French 
Armies have 
invaded the nearby 
Castle and are 
about to conquer it.

After a successful 
Assault, the Castle 
falls to the French 
and a French Flag 
is placed in the 
Region. Now the 
Cathedral has two 
adjacent French 
Regions and only 
one adjacent Eng-
lish Region, so it 
can be controlled 
by the French. A 
French Flag is 

taken from the French treasury and placed on top of the English 
Flag. The English Ruler must give the French Ruler a Glory 
token to reflect the change in control.

MOVING FLEETS
Fleets serve three purposes: 
enabling the transport of Armies by 
Sea, taking control of Seas to gener-
ate income, and making it possible 
to resolve Sieges in Regions con-
taining a Port symbol.

Fleets have one kind of move they can make: they may sail 
from one Sea to any adjacent Sea, at which point they must end 
their movement for the turn. They may never enter a Region for 
any reason.

Battles at Sea
After all movement is completed, if the active Kingdom has a 
Fleet in a Sea containing an enemy Fleet, a battle at sea must be 
resolved. Battles between Fleets are resolved in the same way 
as Battles between Armies, with these exceptions:
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• Neither side may withdraw into fortifications, as there are none at Sea.
• No ransoms ever result from a Battle at Sea.
• When retreating, a Fleet may be retreated to any adjacent Sea (regard-

less of control), at the winner’s option.

Example: 2 French Fleets trans-
porting 5 French Armies enters a 
Sea with 4 English (enemy) Fleets. 
A battle results. When determining 
the larger side, the French are con-
sidered to have 4 Fleets (2 Fleets + 
2 Armies) for purposes of determin-
ing which side is smaller. The other 
3 French Armies do not count, 
because Armies can, at most, dou-
ble the effective number of Fleets 
present.

Armies being transported by Fleets in the battle do not directly 
participate in the battle, and may not be taken as Casualties. 
However, they do grant a bonus when determining who has the 
larger force; add the number of Friendly Armies in the Sea to 
the number of Friendly Fleets. This may not cause the effective 
size to be more than double the actual number of Fleets on that 
side.

Transporting Armies
Fleets may transport any number of Armies. Whenever a Fleet 
sails, it may take any Friendly Armies in that Sea with it (even 
if the Armies already moved earlier in the turn). The Armies are 
considered to have moved as well, and may not move on their 
own any more this turn (although they could still be further 
transported by any Fleets in that Sea that have not yet moved).
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Achievement Notes

Baggage Trains If your Kingdoms are target by Attrition, you only suffer a loss if the colored die is higher than the white die. 

Your opponent still gets to choose which Army or Fleet to remove.

Council of Lords When picking up Dynasty cards, you have the option of discarding a single card from those picked up and 

then drawing the top card from the Dynasty deck and adding it to your hand.

Deadly Archers This benefit does not apply to battles at Sea. No colored die is rolled when you defend.

Divine Right The +4 bonus only applies during a Succession where you are already the Ruler. This stacks with any bonus 

received from the Kingdom's Legal Institution.

Elite Guard You must pay to raise at least one other Army in the Region.

Famous Troupe As soon as you acquire this tile, you must decide whether to spend the 5 Crowns or not. If you do, take 

another Glory; if not, you lose the opportunity. If you later surrender this tile you must return one Glory to 

the pool, even if you did not use use this ability.

Free Riders The single Army may move again even if it entered a Region containing an enemy Army.

Flower of Chivalry This benefit does not apply to Assaults, or to battles at Sea.

Full Granaries Ignore the effects of exceeding Garrison Capacity in your Regions that are under Siege.

Glorious Capitol Since each of your Kingdoms has exactly 1 Capitol, their base Tax rate is increased by 4.

Grand Tourneys If the Kingdom's Unrest is already at 0, there is no effect.

Heavenly Cathedrals This benefit is ignored for any Kingdom that does not control at least 1 Cathedral.

King's Justice Essentially, you get to remove 1 Influence or 1 Unrest for free, before starting to pay.

Loyal Barons You do not have to commit any cards (although you may); possession of this Acievement gives you the option 

to always challenge in a Violent Succession.

Massive Armada The free Fleets are raised in every Town and Capitol with a port symbol. You may pay to raise your normal 

Fleets as well (and so place up to 2 Fleets per Town, or 4 in a Capitol).

Mercenary Companies You may still raise an extra Army if you paid to raise a Fleet.

Merchant League Each Town in each of your Kingdoms gets this +2 bonus to income.

Mighty Castles The +1 Fortification bonus stacks with the Fortification bonus granted by each Kingdom's Military Institution.

Monastic Order So, to raise Arts to level 2 costs only 1 Crown, while raising Arts to level 3 costs 4 Crowns.

Persuasive Diplomats The second Region you target must be eligible for Diplomacy.

Popular Support The second targeted Kingdom must have played a card permitting Unrest. You may not target the same 

Kingdom both times; the second must be a different Kingdom. Also, when you are defending a Kingdom 

during a Violent Succession, you win ties.

Royal Patronage Do not pay the 5 Crowns when playing Strategy. In addition, when you play Strategy, no player (including 

yourself) may play Dynasty cards targeting that Kingdom (although they may still attempt to Foil Dynasty 

cards you play, as that does not target a Kingdom).

Secret Allies When you play an Intrigue card during your turn (i.e. not as  Foil action), choose one player and steal a 

random card from their hand of Dynasty cards and add it to your own hand.

Skilled Negotiator During the Conduct Negotiations step, if negotiations are permitted to take place, you may freely give and 

receive Dynasty cards when negotiating with other players.

Siege Engines When your Armies Assault a Capitol, Castle, or Town, the Defenders get 1 fewer Levy (although they always 

get a minimum of 1). Also, your Sieges now succeed if the modified result of the colored die is equal to or 

greater than the white die.

Strategic Marriage The +2 Influence bonus applies during any Succession where you are a challenger. You do not have to commit 

any cards to receive this bonus and become a challenger.

Temple Knights You may now raise 1 free Army in each of your Cathedrals when playing Preparations.

Trade Houses You may flip the Alliance tokens of any Kingdoms you wish, to the front or back side, at any time during the 

Negotiations phase, thus affecting their worth in trade.

Treasure Fleet The +2 bonus applies before factoring in the Sea mulitplier for the Economics Institution.

Web of Informers If a Foil attempt fails (even if it is another player making the Foil attempt), you may play a second Intrigue 

card from your hand to make a second attempt. However, you may not make a third attempt, even if the 

second fails). Also, your Foil attempts now succeed if the colored die is equal to or greater than the white die.



Detailed Turn Sequence

1. Kingdom phase

2. Dynasty phase

3. Negotiation phase

a. Plays exactly one Kingdom card
b. Resolves the played Kingdom card

a. Plays one or more Dynasty cards
b. Resolves each card as it is played
c. Picks up one set of new Dynasty cards

a. Collect trade income from Alliances
b. Pick up Kingdom cards from Succession
c. Add to Dynasty card Sets
d. Conduct Negotiations
e. Pass First Player token to the left

In Kingdom Order, each Kingdom:

In Player order, each Player:

As a group, all Players:

Resolving a Succession

Peaceful Succession

Violent Succesion

Chaotic Succession

1. Release troops
2. Challenge for the throne

- Ruler calls order
- Cards committed face up, to self only
- Highest total Influence wins

3. Apply challenge results

1. Release troops
2. Challenge for the throne

- Ruler calls order
- Cards committed face down, to

any player
- If Ruler commits, call another round
- Highest number of cards wins
- Highest total influence wins, if tied

3. Apply challenge results
4. Adjust Kingdom order to last position
5. Reduce Unrest by 3

1. Challenge for the throne
- Commit cards in Player Order
- Cards committed face down, to

any player
- Highest total Influence wins

2. Apply challenge results

Occurs through play or Succesion card:

Occurs when Unrest equals Stability:

Occurs when Kingdom has no Ruler:

Army Movement Options

MARCH
- Must start in a friendly Region
- Move through any number of friendly Regions
- May not enter enemy Regions
- End move if Region contains enemy Army

INVADE
- May start in friendly or enemy Region
- Move exactly one Region (friendly or enemy)

BOARD
- Must start in friendly Region with Port
- Move into adjacent Sea that has friendly Fleet

LAND
- Must start in Sea with friendly Fleet
- Move into adjacent Region with Port

Battle/Assault Clash Resolution

1. Withdraw into fortifications

2. Attacker rolls dice

3. Remove casualties

4. Check for surrender

5. Retreats

6. End of Clash

- Region must be friendly
- Attacker cannot withdraw during first Clash
- If entire side withdraws, battle ends
- No withdrawals during an Assault

- Colored die indicates who takes first casualty
- White die indicates total casualties to remove

- Alternate casualties until total is reached
- Stop immediately if one side is eliminated
- Armies always removed before Levies

- One side surrenders if outnumbered 2:1
- Attacker surrender in Assault just stops attack

- Attacker decides first, then defender
- When retreating, enemy chooses where
- Must retreat to friendly Region (or no retreat)
- If all of one side retreats, battle ends
- Defender may not retreat during Assault
- If Attacker retreats in Assault, just stops attack

- If battle is not over, resolve another Clash
- If battle is over, loser pays Ransoms

Number of Levies during Assault

Assume 0 Levies:
+1 if Region is Town
+2 if Region is Castle
+3 if Region is Capitol
-1 if Region already has Attacker’s Flag
+ Fortification bonus of controlling Kingdom

Garrison Capacity during Siege

+1 to colored die if Region has Attacker’s Flag.
+1 to colored die for each Army over these limits:

Town: 1 Army
Castle: 2 Armies
Capitol: 3 Armies
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